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Explore the
Exotic India
Sit amidst the
beautiful lap of
nature, dive deeper
in to the ocean of
India's lush green
vegetion.

Royal Journey of India

18 to 20 Nights
Delhi - Jaipur - Pushkar – Ranthambore Sawai Madhopur – Kota
- Bundi - Chittorgarh - Bijaipur - Udaipur - Kumbalgarh - Jodhpur Jaisalmer - Bikaner - Mandawa – Delhi

Buddhist Temple with North East India Tour

14 to 16 Nights
Delhi - Varanasi -Bodhgaya - Patna -Kolkata - Bagdogara - Darjeeling - Pelling
(Pemayangtse)- Gangtok - Kalimpong -Bagdogra – Delhi

Rejuvenation and Meditation Tour

Archaeological Tour of Rajasthan

21 to 23 Nights
Delhi – Jaipur – Samode – Nawalgarh – Bikaner – Gajner – Jaisalmer – Osian
– Khimsar – Manvar – Jodhpur – Rohet – Mount Abu – Udaipur – Dungarpur
– Deogarh – Ajmer – Pushkar – Pachewar – Ranthambhore – Agra – Delhi

Majestic Kerala

14 to15 Nights
Mumbai – Mangalore – Bekal – Wayanad – Kozhikode(Calicut)
– Cochin – Thekkady – Kumarakom– Quilon – Varkala – Kovalam

22 to 26 Nights
Chennai – Mahabalipuram – Thanjavur – Swamimalai – Trichy – Madurai –
Kovalam – Chennai

Sikh Pilgrimage Tour

14 to16 Nights
Delhi - Rishikesh - Joshimath - Govindghat - Ghangria - Hemkund - Ghangria
- Valley of Flowers - Rudraprayag - Rishikesh – Poanta Sahib - Chandigarh Anandpur Sahib - Manali -Manikaran - Mandi - Amritsar - Delhi

Central India Temple and Tiger Tour

Enchanting Himalayas with Taj

13 to 15 Nights
Delhi - Agra - Darjeeling - Gangtok Phuntsholing - Thimphu - Punakha - Paro - Delhi

Tribal Trail

16 to 18 Nights
Delhi - Bhopal - Ujjain - Mandu - Indore - Bhopal Bhimbetka - Bhojpur - Pachmarhi - Kanha - Bandhavgarh Khajuraho - Jhansi - Agra - Ranthambore - Jaipur - Delhi

North India with Nepal and Tibet

15 to17 Nights
Bhubaneswar - Dangmal - Bhubaneswar - Baliguda
- Rayagada - Jeypore - Rayagada - Gopalpur - Puri – Bhubaneswar

15 to 29 Nights
Delhi - Mandawa - Bikaner - Jaisalmer - Jodhpur - Udaipur
- Deogarh - Chhatra Sagar - Jaipur - Agra - Jhansi - Orchha - Khajuraho Varanasi - Kathmandu - Chitwan - Pokhara - Kathmandu - Lhasa - Delhi

168-A, Somdutt Chambers II, 9, Bhikaji Cama Place, New Delhi - 110066, Tel. :+91- 9899359708, 9999683737 , travokhohlidays@gmail.com, www.travok.net

Jaipur, popularly known as the ‘Pink City’ and the stunning capital of Rajasthan attracts tourists and visitors from all over the world,
looking to explore and discover a history that is rich and vibrant even today, evident in the city’s breathtaking forts and palaces.
Located in the heart of this historical city, where ancient traditions and rich culture blend perfectly with modern way of life is Fortune
Select Metropolitan. Being just 10 km away from the airport and 2 km from the railway station, this 5-star hotel is the preferred destination
for business and leisure travelers, providing first class facilities and efficient service with traditional Indian hospitality.

Fortune Select
Metropolitan, Jaipur
Near Nehru Sahkar Bhawan,
C - Scheme, Bais Godam Circle
Jaipur - 302001, Rajasthan
Phone :+91-141-3988442
Fax :+91-141-3099099
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Dear Reader,
Greetings!
“If it’s the time spent travelling
then every second is worth the life but
if its’ the time spent travelling with
Family, it’s worth the lifetime.”
With this issue, you will find an
exclusive coverage in our travel segment
with all the exclusivities of vacations
for Summers’ 18 with top destinations
and resorts & spa to be your reason of
getaways in every sense.
It’s time for summers so is the time
for Vacations with Family. The world
is beautiful, the only thing is to see
it, love it and feel it!!!! Take the soul
of your life…your FAMILY at best
of world’s destinations with the most
magnificent nations wherein the family
can indulge in best of its times creating
all those marvel landscape to paints
the picture in perfection with the loved
ones and the ones who are treasured
beyond eternity and T3FS has brought
up all the depth insight of world’s most
scenic destinations and inputs from their
concerned representative heads in nation
in this issue.
Whereas concerning the hospitality
section, then equivalent to selection of
destinations, it is much more relevant
to opt for the high-in class resorts to

accommodate being outstation. So, T3FS
has brought up at your end the finest
and most exquisite resort spa to chill out
best of times with the royal hospitality at
different hot cake destinations of nation.
Fly high this time with all the updates
and secrets of your cabin crew member
being updated about the latest news of
trade, travel, aviation and hospitality
industry with know-how of when, what
& where happened!!!
Summers are the reason to enjoy in
cool breeze vacationing at some hill
places but along with that summers also
hit with the summer/spring seasonal
weddings. So, get groomed in with all
the latest fashion sense with an added
edge care of you just not the brides but
the grooms as well with this edition
of T3FS. We, at T3FS, have tried to
inculcate the quickest and quirky tricks
to groom-in-style for this wedding
season and to blitz over the weddings
with the dash of dazzling accessories
seeking it right from the experienced
words of industry trendsetters and
trending jewelry designers.
Keep Reading….Keep Exploring!!!

VedikaSharma
vedika@fabianmedia.net

Address: Good Wood Estate, Lower Bharari Road,
Bharari Road, Shankli, Longwood, Shimla,
Himachal Pradesh 171001
Phone:0177 265 9012
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21 Years, Numerous Accolades and One Name:
Lama Tours

Lama Tours has been one name that needs no introduction and so is its potential leadership, and this series on the occasion
of proud completion of the 21 glorious years in the industry and taking the name of the brand to the seventh heaven, the
impeccable and immaculate Kulwant Singh, Founder & Managing Director, Lama Tours came on board with Vedika
Sharma, Editor & Publisher, T3FS Magazine and revealed about his vocational trail and the secret mantras of his consistent
success and continued milestones.
Life is never the same as every day has
a dawn and latter a dusk. So, what has
been your mantra to balance the heaps and
leaps of tougher times of life?

KS: Dedication and hard work plays a big

a definite goal in mind and believed in it, then
you can endure any & all hardships or temporary
setbacks in your course. The source of strength
and determination is to go on and ultimately
succeed in life.

role in achieving any goal. Despite numerous
accolades we have accumulated over the years,
I believe we haven’t reached the peak of our
success; we constantly challenge ourselves to be
better and outdo our last performance.

Q

Lama Tours justifies the statement in
perfection that “Success comes to those
who envisions every day and implements
every second to construct its roads” and you
being a crucial part of managing body have
only added the stars to its success galaxy.
Please enlighten us with your the closest to
heart triumphs for the year 2017-2018.
Kulwant Singh
Founder & Managing Director
Lama Tours

Q

More than two decades of energetic
aptitude imbibing the glorious sky of
flying colors of success. To begin with, I would
like you to enlighten us with Lama Tours
being vocation trail to your life journey.

KS: Lama Tours will celebrate its 21st year

in the industry this month. The journey has
not always been smooth sailing but it was very
rewarding. However, we are far from being
done. I am very competitive and believe that we
can still do much more.

Q

of Life

Slice

Being the enthusiastic graduate of
Knowledge Village, Dubai to the
ambitious you in Caravans and now idol

Q

persona of tourism industry and being
Founder & Managing Director of Lama
Tours. What we can see is peak of glory
under which there is vast plain of abundant
inputs and hard work. Please comment.

KS: The biggest triumph is celebrating our 21st

year despite economic turmoil and also being
able to manage and to diversify to ourselves in
doing other businesses and generating sources of
income.

Q

With diversified profile experiences in
fields of constructions, tours with over
20 SBUs to manage, it becomes challenging to
channelize team in such a collective way that
what outshines is only feat. What were the
inhibitions, hurdles and obstacles that came
your way?

KS: 2017 was a challenging year in terms of

finances, competition, and global economic and
political instability. We are fortunate to have a
loyal customer base and own infrastructures that
helped us to sustain our business.

You believe in taking risk or plan
beforehand.

KS: These days a lot of decisions

are intuition based and planning
(strategies) do play a crucial role, but
you need to be a risk taker in order to
move forward.
Your High Points

KS: When our hard work is

appreciated and acknowledged by the
industry (Awards and Commendation).

KS: I believe that if you love what you do, have

The majority of the happiest and most fulfilled
people I know are the ones who are dedicated
into dealing with the most difficult task but
still managed to find its solution under extreme
pressure.

Q

What comes and stays is the experience
with diverse &distinguished people you
meet and the organizational culture you get
in. How do you foresee the transformation
of world from different hubs to one global
competitive platform?

KS: Healthy competition is always good for

business and the global market is vast and
many untapped areas for others to venture and
cultivate into a niche market.

Q

T3FS Magazine connects the dots
between tourism, hospitality and
lifestyle markets and hence the readers would
love to hear a few words of encouragement
and heartfelt messages from that bring us
together.

KS: T3FS magazine gives us exclusive updates
on the latest in the industry, hence it keeps the
trade connected. It is a link between consumer
and the trade enterprises.

Your Low Points

Which type of novels you love?

KS: Trials and challenges put

KS: I am more into Biographies and

everyone’s spirit down. I try to focus
my energy into things I can change to
make a situation better.
Favorite Trade/Hospitality/Fashion
industry Leader.

KS: I have great respect to many

trade industry leaders/movers.
However, I don’t have any favourite.

Self Help books.

A movie that motivates you.

KS: A Few Good Men is my all time
favourite.

How you spend your day on day off.

KS: I like to spend day off with my
wife and children.
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Success is Not in What You Have But Who You Are
Ankush Nijhawan, Managing Director, Nijhawan Group in a candid conversation with Vedika Sharma,
Editor & Publisher, T3FS Magazine providing insights of the vocational trail of his life, the major
milestones of his journey to success, it’s under shadowed hurdles along with highlighting all the
insights of his personal life.

Ankush Nijhawan
Managing Director
Nijhawan Group of Companies

VS: To begin with, I would like you to enlighten
us with your vocational trail that is truly
conventional for the world to aspire with.

Slice

of Life

AN: Born into a generations old business
family, I was groomed to become a successful
entrepreneur, and eventually decided to get
involved in the family business. With new
blood and innovative ideas, I constantly foot
forwarded the best of my wit to lead Nijhawan
Group and achieve new heights and generated
large amount of revenues. With the pioneering
ideas and positive outlook, I continued to
serve as a guiding force for the conglomerate.
Nijhawan Group is a dynamic company led by
strong vision, discipline, values and focus on
clients that gives the organization success and
achievements of what we have at present and
what we will have in future. We are one of the

10

biggest travel companies in India. We always
seek innovative ways to enhance our services.

comment highlighting the hurdles and obstacles
with you.

VS: Nijhawan Group justifies the statement in
perfection that “Success is not in what you have
but who you are.” and you being a crucial part of
managing body have been instrumental in shaping
it as the idyllic one to the travel industry. Please
shed some light on your journey with the group
so far.

AN: With the relentless hard work and sheer
determination not only did I got an opportunity to
carve a niche for, but also emerged as one of the
industry leaders in the travel sectors. Never-saydie morale is the only mantra to be through all the
obstacles to emerge as the successful business tycoon
of India.

AN: The success has all been possible due to
long standing commitment and perseverance.
For over 45 years, Nijhawan Group has been
part of the growth and development that the
travel industry has witnessed. Today Nijhawan
Group is a diversified Group of companies
involved in Travel, Retail, Catering, Real
Estate and joint ventures with some of the most
renowned brands around the world. With over
1200 employees under its umbrella, the Group
is geared up for further growth and success.
Today, Nijhawan Group stands as a modern
symbol of growth and diversification.

VS: What comes, and stays is the experience with
diverse & distinguished people you meet and the
organizational culture you get in. What has been
your way out in managing the culture and the
imbibed people?

VS: With immensely vast portfolios of Nijhawan
Group i.e. Tourism Board, Hotel Representations,
Airline Representations, Retails and E-commerce,
what becomes challenging is to balance it all in the
same streamline of success and you are the perfect
exemplary to it. What storms is how you manage?
AN: The year 2017-2018 has definitely been
a game changing year for the Representation
vertical. With signing the representation of
Dubai Tourism Department of Commerce
and marketing; we have forayed into Tourism
Boards. The growth in terms of new accounts
coupled with ensuring our best efforts and
realizing the desired growth for our longterm partners like The Address Hotels and
Resorts, Armani Hotels, Dubai Parks, Ocean
Park, Aitken Spence Hotels made 2017-18 a
successful year for all of us.
VS: The world is becoming competitive, so are
the everyday challenges to stand on top. Please

VS: You believe in taking risk or plan
beforehand:
AN: Risk takers are smart and
innovative people as they have creative
ideas and planning and they dare to
take chances. Should the plan work out,
people would start to recognize and get
attracted to their ideas and output, and
soon it might become a big fortune for
them.
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AN: With the experience that came from
meeting diverse and distinguished people, I
am able to infuse new business policies and
passionate functioning in the organizational
culture of Nijhawan Group, which embarked
new achievements and milestones to success.
I believe, a self-employed entrepreneur has a
life quite different from that of a normal job
going person or businessman. Entrepreneur
must be very calculative in his approach, a
quick decision maker and should have a lot
of patience to see success and failures before
he can attain his ultimate goal. In my life,
enjoyment and entertainment too is present
although they take a side-line over work which
is considered to be of prime importance.
VS: T3FS Magazine connects the dots between
tourism, hospitality and lifestyle markets and
hence the readers would love to hear a few words
of encouragement and heartfelt messages from
that bring us together.
AN: The biggest motivation is to keep
challenging you. The world is full of ideas, but
success comes only through action, so keep
your vision clear at all times. You simply need
to be confident and determined towards your
goal. Success isn’t easy but it’s not that difficult
too. If you are determined, nobody can stop you

VS: Favorite trade/hospitality/fashion
industry leader
AN: Late Shri B.L. Nijhawan
VS: Which type of novels you love?

AN: I usually read everything I can
get my hands on. I am obsessed with
reading. One book that I recommend
is, ‘The Obstacle is the Way' by Ryan
Holiday, is about success and the
leading indicator of whether you will
be successful or not is how you handle
obstacles and hurdles.

VS: A movie that motivates you.
AN: The movie that motivates me is

Pirates of Silicon Valley that shows the
struggles and successes of Steve Jobs
and Bill Gates and how they became
the founding fathers in their industry.

VS: How you spend your day on day
off ?
AN: I have always been interested in
sports, especially cricket, since I was a
child.
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UAE is a Unique Destination That Fits All

MC Mani, President, Royal Gulf Tourism talks in brief about his accomplishments
and of Royal Gulf Tourism in an exclusive interview with Tarsh Sharma, Sr. Editor
T3FS Magazine.
• Tarsh Sharma

For a journey of 20 years of Royal Gulf tourism, 120 experts and more than
1.2 million happy faces with 500+ partnered hotels. As a president of the
organization, over the challenges was to channelize the team, employees and
partners in being where Royal Gulf stands today, Mani feels, "From the first
day of inception, we have believed in organic growth through learning and
hard work. This has been hardwired into the organizational DNA along with
integrity, transparency, and the delightful service mindset. We have always
been mindful of putting our team, partnering hotels, suppliers, overseas tour
operators, and our tourists at the core of our raison d'être. Since we got this
philosophy correct in our formative years, our processes automatically started
adopting it, and today it is reflected in our culture, the way we handle our guests,
and make their experiences memorable." Citing us the reason for inception of
Royal Gulf Tourism in the world, he said, "Our story starts way back in 1992
with Royal Park Tourism, specializing in the Russian market, which is Royal
Gulf’s sister, concern, and for which we celebrated our silver anniversary in
2017. We believe our progress and those of UAE’s are much entwined, and
start with UAE opening up for tourism in the early 1990s. We were one of the
first movers to start inbound charter operations from Russia, which also helped
position Dubai as a leisure and shopping destination. We further expanded our
presence into many other countries in the CIS, Central and Eastern Europe, and
across the world, establishing partner relationships and infrastructure to service
the booming demand for travel to the UAE. This led us to invest into related
businesses – accommodation, ground transport, and excursions, which make
us a synergized conglomerate today with sales presence in more than 20 source
markets."
Over the next move of Royal Gulf tourism for the year 2018-2019 in terms of
expansion and introduction of new products, he informed, "We look forward to
leverage the advancements in technology to expand our digital and geographic

One quote you get inspired with
Whatever the mind can conceive
and believe, the mind can
achieve’ – Napoleon Hill.
How you spend your day on
day off.
I treat myself to cultural events.
footprint, and to enable our partners
to design memorable experiences
for their guests, especially with
the new touristic products offered
MC Mani
in Dubai, UAE now. We are very
President
much aware that the design of the
Royal Gulf Tourism
experience and the delivery has to be
seamless. In multiple ways, we will keep adding technology applications that
allow us to access newer segments, as well as introduce, test, and scale newer
product categories with relative ease. Talking about the prospering destination
in the UAE, Mani said, "UAE is a one-stop-destination for a wide range of
demographic and ‘purpose of travel’ segments. For the young couples and
couples with children, Dubai, Abu Dhabi, and Sharjah offers a multitude of
family accommodation and entertainment options ranging from affordable to the
luxurious. Ras Al Khaimah, Fujairah, and Ajman with an abundance of pristine
beaches and rolling desert dunes are emerging as nature tourism destinations.
Business and MICE travel segment is another segment that is on the growth
trajectory, and we believe this segment would further accelerate as we approach
Dubai Expo 2020. UAE is a unique destination that fits all – by age group,
activity, or budget.

Bharat Shivani, Founder, Udha Tours brief about his potential venture in an exclusive
interview with Tarsh Sharma, Sr. Editor T3FS Magazine.
• Tarsh Sharma

12

he said, “Udha Team; may it be my wife
Seerat or my brother Mohit or team
members like Prashil, it is the good support
from them and my family what resulted in
success though we have had few black cats
who tried to defame and put the company
down but even a negative publicity is
publicity so UDHA achieved it goals no
matter what came its way." Highlighting on
the distinctive experiences of Udha Tours
have this vacations, he said, “Udha Tours
has just started its own Dhow cruise at the
newly opened Dubai Water Canal which
is one of the most beautiful & unique way
to enjoy sumptuous dinner with city tour.
With only three operators cruising across
the route, we are proud to be one of them.
From the world’s most unique Laser, water,
fire, light and fountain show that takes
place at the Dubai festival City Mall to the
Skyline of Dubai including Burj Khalifa
and other sky scrapers of Shaikh Zayed
Road, you get to see it all. The colourful
sensor water fountain bridge and the view
is very mesmerising. I think this is one not
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Your high points.
I am always open to new ideas.
Your low points
Hasty decisions

You get to Achieve Your Goal No Matter What Comes
Your Way

Briefing about his potential brained child
venture Udha Tours, he said, “Being from
a business family, I took keen interest
with my grandfather and father to find
out key management tactics. I often used
to give ideas and this how my interest for
entrepreneurship carried on. However
the joint family got divided after my
grandfather’s demise and my father wanted
me to pursue something in corporate world.
Even though I completed my CS and was
among top scorer that entrepreneur insect
kept tickling me to start off something
while working in a travel Company in
Dubai. It didn’t took me long to learn the
insights of travel business and start off the
venture named Udha Tourism. And thus,
UDHA came into existence which I named
after my grandfather. We first started with
Mumbai office and then quickly ventured
Dubai Office and then Delhi and now
dream to be one of the largest Destination
Management Company in the world."
Talking about the latent Destination
Management Company and its success,

Do you believe in taking risk or
planning before hand
I believe in taking calculated
risks.

Slice

of Life

Do you believe in taking
risk or planning before hand
Both in a way are important.
Your high points.
Mixture of Experienced Team
infused with young blood.
How do you spend your
day-off
With family enjoying Evening
at our house enjoying the
skyline or movies

Bharat Shivani
Founder, Udha Tours

to be missed. Moreover we also customise
traditional Dubai Packages by adding
few different angles to it like a limousine
tour, one or two nights stay in a resort or
in different emirates. Lastly talking about
the Dubai tourism & its changes, he feels,
“Dubai is one of the most innovative cities
across the globe. Even you get something
new every year that attracts to revisit it
repeatedly. Dubai water canal which has
connected the old creek with the jumeirah

has let to entire city being connected with
inland water. The newly added Bollywood
and Hollywood theme based parks, the
unique waterfall bridge, Dubai frame
which gives a different perspective view
of old and new Dubai, the festival city
show are the latest add on s which I think
should not be missed. For Shopaholic I
think it’s one of the world’s top tempting
destinations. Not only Dubai, other
emirates like in Abu Dhabi, Warner Bros.
is coming up, Louvre Abu Dhabi has just
started and the Marjan Island in Ras al
Khaima etc."
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Wonder

to Wander in the World

“If it’s the time spent while Travelling & Exploring… then every second spent is WORTH the LIFE….”

• Vedika Sharma
It’s time for exams to get over and schools to shut, it’s time for the fiscal year to end after a long leg, it’s time to get away from
the sun sweat and yeah…….. It’s time for summers so is the time for Vacations and Family. The world is beautiful, the only
thing is to see it, love it and feel it!!!!
This vacations, take the soul of your life…your FAMILY at best of world’s destination. This summer let's connect with the
most magnificent destinations across world wherein the family can indulge in best of its times creating all those marvel
landscape to paints the picture in perfection with the loved ones and the ones who are treasured beyond eternity.
Destination
Exclusivities

From the world's
oldest amusement
park in Vienna
to the world's
largest ice cave
near Salzburg and
from salt mines
to dinosaur parks,
glaciers in Zell
am see, alpine
zoos in Innsbruck
to adventure
Christine Mukharji
outdoor parks
Director
Austria National Tourist Office - India like Area 47 in
Tirol; there is
no end of entertainment for families in Austria.
Austria is also a culinary haven with a varied
food culture which is known for its Café Culture
to its sweet offerings like Sacher Torte and Apple
Strudel to its upscale restaurants to its cozy wine
taverns, it has something to offer for everyone.
Be it Vienna, Salzburg, Innsbruck, Tirol or Zell
am See, Austria has plenty of interesting things to
do and places to visit that will excite the Indian
traveler this summer.
Leisure travelers can choose an array of different
experiences in Austria. Art & Culture, Nature
and Hiking, Adventure Sports, Mountains&
Lakes, Wining & Dining, Classical Music and a
Pulsating Nightlife.

14

The Lucrative Treats of the Summer
Season

The city cards offered in Vienna, Salzburg,
Innsbruck and Zell am see are great value for
money cards for the Indian traveler, which have
various inclusions from travel to sightseeing,
many of these cards can also be booked online. In
Zell am See the city card is offered free of cost if
you stay at a partner hotel.

And the Formalities………

Onsite visas are not offered by Austria. You have
to have a valid Schengen visa to enter Austria,
which is issued by the Visa Section- Austrian
Embassy New Delhi. Visa applications and
documentation are done through 17 VFS centers
across India.

The Recreational Mood & Activities
Lined Up

Nature and recreation: A holiday in Austria
gets you close to nature and allows you to get to
know the people and the wonderful traditions of
Austria. Austria's landscapes are incredibly varied
and the options are endless. Be it a relaxing walk
through Austria's varied landscapes or skiing the
great outdoors in the Austrian Alps. Keep in mind
that you are never far from historic city centers,
cultural events and gourmet restaurant.
Wellbeing and Spa: Austria has its own heritage
of ancient knowledge about how to de-stress and
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feel at ease: brine baths and geothermal waters
from the Alps, and vine leaves and herbs from
our Alpine pastures invigorate the body and uplift
the mind. Austria stands for recreation in unspoilt
nature with a cultural experience within easy
reach.
Cycling and Biking: Mountain biking, E-biking
or sightseeing by bike, there are many options
for travelling on two wheels in Austria. From
awe-inspiring mountain peaks to be conquered on
foot to well-marked bike trails across exhilarating
terrain, summer opens up a world of possibilities
in Austria. Explore culture-clad cities, visit
exclusive events, go off the beaten track and
discover a veritable array of hidden treasures.

Message for Readers

Austria as a destination has everything an Indian
traveller looks for - Natural Beauty, Culture
and Heritage, Safety, Mountains, pulsating
nightlife, charming hospitality, shopping and a
culinary haven. Austria’s mountains, rivers, lakes,
meadows and forests mean that recreation, unique
experiences, fun and adventure can be enjoyed
both in summer and winter. Austria offers a wide
range of holidays with options from high end 5
stars to quality Bed & Breakfasts, making it an
ideal destination for all travel segments.
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Cover Story

Experience the Warm Hospitality in

Abu Dhabi

Destination Exclusivities

Abu Dhabi caters to the needs of the people
of all age segments and for those who have
a passion for art, culture and adventure etc.
Every island and region in Abu Dhabi is being
developed for a certain objective. Saadiyat
Island is becoming the cultural district of
the region with Louvre Abu Dhabi opened
for visitors and Sheikh Zayed Museum and
Guggenheim Museum in the pipeline. Yas
Island is cultivating into entertainment sector
with offerings like Ferrari World Abu Dhabi,
Yas Water World, Yas Marina Circuit and this
year, Warner Bros Theme Park will open its
gates for the visitors. Also, there are events
which are calendar marked for the entire year.
Events like Abu Dhabi Food Festival, Formula
1 Race, Abu Dhabi Classics are few events
which garners huge footfalls. We can sum
up that Abu Dhabi is a perfect destination to
experience culture, heritage, art, entertainment
and shopping in one go.
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The Lucrative Treats of the Summer
Season

We have various tour operators who devise
unique itineraries and provide exclusive offers
for vacationers. Some agents are currently are
providing exclusive offers for Abu Dhabi for
this season.

And the Formalities…………

Obtaining UAE visa is an easy and speedy
process. We have a transit visa offer for
passengers destined to the US and Europe
which can be obtained on arrival at Abu Dhabi
airport.The other is tourist visa whose validity
period is 30 days, which can be procured in 24
hours.

The Recreational Mood & Activities
Lined Up

Abu Dhabi offers various sports and beach
activities which makes your visit to the Emirate
worthwhile. Kayaking, Wadi adventures,
Flyboard activity, Parasailing, Scuba

Bejan Dinshaw
Country Manager
Department of Culture and Tourism – Abu Dhabi

diving are some of the major activities that
goes into making your experience. Pre-session
trainings are given for parasailing and scuba
diving in order to make the person accustomed
to important aspect and practical detailing of
the activity.

Message for Readers

T3FS is doing a phenomenal work by showing
its readers every destination in its truest form,
the content and images make the destination an
experience in itself and keeps them abreast with
all the happenings of the tourism industry.

trendy travel trade with food & shop
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Cover Story

Experience
Discovering
Hong Kong
like a Local

Puneet Kumar
Senior Manager, Market Development (India)
Hong Kong Tourism Board

Destination Exclusivities

Hong Kong is known for its attractions and
some of the most noteworthy family attractions
in Hong Kong are Hong Kong Disneyland and
Ocean Park, two world-class theme parks.
The Hong Kong Disneyland Resort is always
expanding and has a wide array of offerings.
The park has become a hub for Marvel’s Comic
Universe in Asia. Last year, the park launched an
Iron Man experience which has become one of
the most popular attractions at the resort.
Ocean Park is Hong Kong's premier educational
theme park and is celebrating their 40th
anniversary this year. The current park features
a diverse selection of world-class animal
attractions including the Giant Panda experience,
thrill rides and shows divided between the
Waterfront and the Summit. Other than these,
there is a variety of experiences including local
culture, outdoor, family-friendly dinning offers
available in town. Hong Kong is known to be
the safest and highly accessible city in the world,
it is an ideal destination for a family vacation.

The Lucrative Treats of the Summer
Season

Old Town Central - A culturally rich part of
Hong Kong which includes a mix of heritage,
art, food and culture which showcases more
than 100 years of the regions history. There
are walking routes which offer experience into
the vibrant central districts which includes a
number of colonial monuments, temples and art
galleries.
Great Outdoors - Hong Kong’s Great Outdoors
is located not so far away from its urban sprawl
and easily accessible by everyone. The commute
from the heart of the city to these unscathed
landscapes is not more than an hour or two
away, making it an ideal escape from the fastpaced city. The hiking and cycling trails are
unique for their scenic views that run over peaks
and along Hong Kong’s coastline, drawing in
adventure seekers from around the world.
Dining and Nightlife- Hong Kong’s cuisine is
influenced by the Cantonese, British and other
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Western cuisines making it a hub for culinary
enthusiasts. There is an unlimited variety of food
in Hong Kong, from the roadside stalls to the
most luxurious restaurants there’s something
for everyone, or quite simply it’s a “Gourmet
Paradise”. Hong Kong is also a culinary delight
for vegetarians and Indians with a large variety
of dishes that will please Indian palates.

And the Formalities. . . . .

Hong Kong is a Visa free destination (14-days
visit) for Indian nationals but does require a Prearrival registration which needs to be done in
advance. The process is fairly simple and should
not take travellers more than 15 mins to fill the
online Pre-arrival form. More information for
is available on the Immigration departments
website.

The Recreational Mood & Activities
Lined Up

Hong Kong has numerous outlying Islands
and dozens of beaches with various sports and
leisure activities. Visitors can explore various
beaches which are easily accessible such as
Repulse Bay, Stanley or Shek O and indulge
in activities like stand-up paddle boarding,
kayaking, wind surfing, scuba diving and kite
boarding.
Travellers who visit Hong Kong can also explore
several outdoor activities like hiking, camping
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and cycling. About an hour away from the busy
urban areas, into the peaceful countryside,
visitors can take on one of the most renowned
hiking trails which is considered an excellent
urban hike trail known as the Dragon’s Back
trail. The trail provides a stunning, breath-taking
view of the South China Sea.
For families with children, the Dolphin
Watching Tour is one of the best experiences
where visitors can gaze upon Hong Kong's
endangered ‘pink’ dolphins as they frolic in their
scenic natural habitat. The Sha Chau and Lung
Kwu Chau Marine Park in the city’s western
waters has rich fisheries to provide abundant
food for these Indo-Pacific humpback dolphins.
The boat cruise also passes the scenic western
shoreline of the New Territories and Hong Kong
International Airport in an area frequented by
fishing boats.

Message for Readers

I would encourage Indian’s to come and
experience Hong Kong, it is a vibrant and
friendly region which is warm, welcoming
and culturally rich. There’s something for
everyone in Hong Kong, we have a wide
array of attractions for every type of tourist
and adventure seeker. Hong Kong is one of
the best destinations for a short holiday for
Indian travellers because of its proximity and
accessibility.
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Cover Story

Explore the Warm Welcome of

Ireland
Beena Menon
Representative India,
Tourism Ireland

Destination Exclusivities

Surprising moments, epic adventures and all that
can happen in between – Ireland is the ultimate
vacation experience for Indian leisure and family
travellers. With its seamless blend of classic visitor
sights, excellent social scene and the natural scenic
beauty, the island of Ireland is an adventure in itself.
Some of the key exclusive experiences that Indians
can only have in Ireland include: Learning about
the Ship of Dreams at the Titanic Belfast, Enjoying
the traditional flavours of Ireland with modern
cooking, Pouring a perfect pint at the Guinness
Storehouse in Dublin, Going behind the scenes on
Earth's Wild Atlantic Way, where the Star Wars
cast and crew recreated faraway galaxies in some
of Ireland’s most spectacular landscapes, Soaking
up 5000 years of history on Ireland’s Ancient East,
Travelling through Game of Thrones® territory and
visit the real-world Westeros in Northern Ireland,
Paying a visit to some distinctive gems on the
Irish whiskey trail such as the Jameson Distillery
Experience and the Old Bushmills Distillery, Going
green for St Patrick’s Day and Living like a King at
an Irish castle such as Ballynahinch Castle, Ashford
Castle & Dromoland Castle.

The Lucrative Treats of the Summer
Season

Tourism Ireland is very much committed to the
Indian market and are working hard to promote
special offers to the island of Ireland in conjunction
with our travel trade partners. These offers can
be found on website Ireland.com under the offers
section. These offers keep changing depending
upon season, availability, festival and events in
Ireland.

And the Formalities. . . . .

Indian national visitors to the island of Ireland
require a visa in advance. Travelling to Ireland has
now become even easier with the British Irish Visa
Scheme (BIVS). The British Irish Visa Scheme
allows for travel to and around Ireland and the UK
on a single visa. The scheme is currently applicable
for the residents of India and China only. For
example, a tourist who wishes to visit both Dublin
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and London can now apply for an Irish short-stay
visa which will allow them to travel directly to
Dublin and then onward to the UK without having
to obtain a separate UK visa. Also if they are
returning to Ireland following a visit to the UK,
they will not require a re-entry visa. The scheme
is currently only applicable for the residents of
India and China. Airlines such as Etihad Airways,
Emirates, Qatar Airways, Air France, Swiss Air,
KLM, and Lufthansa offer great connectivity to
Dublin and Belfast from their respective hubs.

The Recreational Mood & Activities
Lined Up

In Ireland, it’s all about getting stuck in: whether
you’re sweating it out in a marathon, kayaking
downriver or sinking your boots into muddy
grounds at a walking festival. After all, where else
can you go from road to sandy beaches all within
an hour? Ireland’s size makes it ideal for sporting
adventures. Visitors to Ireland can take part in
high-octane adventure sports around Ireland’s
mountains and valleys or indulge in exceptional
waterfront pursuits. Depending on the level of the
activity, fitness checks and pre-sessions are advised
by the instructors. Some of the activities that can be
undertaken are:
Mountain Biking - The island of Ireland boasts
some fantastic, tailor-made trails where you
can tackle tough forest climbs, fast descents,
twisty narrow tracks and varied surfaces. Try the
Ballyhoura Mountain Bike Trail Network in County
Limerick, the largest trail network of its kind in
Ireland. Or Castlewellan Forest Park in County
Down, with panoramic views of the Mourne
Mountains.
Archery - Whether new to archery or a seasoned
professional, there are lots of adventure and
activity centres around Ireland. Equipment is
provided and instructors are on hand to help perfect
the technique. Go for the full Game of Thrones
experience at Winterfell Castle and Demesne in
County Down, complete with character costumes
and a stern Master-at-Arms.
Surfing - Ireland is a world-class surf destination,
with spots such as Bundoran in County Donegal &

Mullaghmore in County Sligo – named in Lonely
Planet’s 1000 Ultimate.
Adventures book – regularly turning heads for
its surfing excellence. Experienced surfers will
be thrilled by the prospect of big waves, while
beginners can pick up the basics in one of the many
surf schools around the island. Finish off the day in
a cosy pub with a post-surf pint and some freshly
caught seafood.
Coasteering - For an activity that gives a bit of
everything, try coasteering, a thrilling combination
of diving, running, swimming and climbing
that will see you visiting some of Ireland’s most
beautiful coastal areas, exploring sea caves, hidden
inlets and getting up close and personal with
wildlife. Explore the stunning County Antrim
coast with Causeway Coasteering, or discover the
Wild Atlantic Way as you’ve ever seen it before in
Counties Kerry and Mayo.
Kayaking - Kayaking is ideal for a relaxing
afternoon exploring Ireland’s many lakes and rivers
(and even cities). Try urban kayaking in Cork
city, ideal for beginners, ride the rapids along the
River Barrow in County Carlow or discover the
Fermanagh lakelands: a real water wonderland.
Stand-up Paddle boarding - One of the fastest
growing water sports around, stand-up paddle
boarding (SUP) is a fun combination of surfing and
canoeing where you stand on your board and propel
yourself around with a paddle. It’s surprisingly
easy to get the hang of, so it’s suitable for everyone
from beginners to the more experienced. Check
out Dublin Bay on a paddle board at Surf Dock,
or discover the Binevenagh Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty in County Londonderry.

Message for Readers

From the Giant's Causeway on the Causeway
Coast, to the Cliffs of Moher on the Wild Atlantic
Way, the island of Ireland is packed with so much to
see and do. And getting here has never been easier
with the British Irish Visa Scheme and improved
air access with Etihad Airways, Qatar Airways and
Emirates, as well as European carriers such as Air
France, Lufthansa, KLM.

trendy travel trade with food & shop
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Cover Story

Destination for Lifetime

Jamaica

Rajeev Nangia,
Chief Operating Officer
TRAC Representations (I) Pvt Ltd.

Destination Exclusivities

Jamaica is known for inspiring delights and
uniqueness- Blue Mountain coffee, great rum,
Bob Marley, reggae music, Jamaican jerk,
glorious sunset from the cliff of Negril, the land
of Usain Bolt and most importantly, wonderful
people. Apart from this, Jamaica is also known
for its plethora of activities that can be enjoyed
equally by all age groups. Jamaica’s most
famous sports, “CHUKKA”, provides an array
of unique activities; from relaxing, to those
which can pump up your adrenaline. Enjoy
canopy tours, explore the countryside on an
ATV, or relax while floating down the river,
Chukka has it all. Another great option is Mystic
Mountain Adventure, which offers adventure
sports to explore the forest's rich ecosystem in
an unimaginable and exciting manner. Activities
like rafting on Bamboo Rafts and a visit to
Dolphin Cove will also never fail to surprise
you. A must-do is a visit to Kingston, which was
home to Bob Marley and today is home to the
Bob Marley Museum.
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And the Formalities. . . . . . .

For Indian passport holders, visa on arrival
is available but the transit visa is required
depending on the port of transit to Jamaica.

The Recreational Mood & Activities
Lined Up

Jamaica is a magical island which encompasses
miles of untouched coastline, cascading
waterfalls and natural mineral baths. The island
now has more than 150 attractions. One among
them is Glistening Waters' Luminous Lagoon,
which is said to occur in only 3 places in the
world. Here, revel the waters of this coast
of Falmouth, with its bluish glow at night.
The warmth of the Caribbean Sea can also
be experienced on a horse. This unparalleled,
exhilarating two hours of bareback ride requires
no experience and is carried out by well-trained
horses and attentive guides. Minimum age
required is 6 years. Indulge in the action-packed
adventure by choosing the “Cool Running
Catamaran Cruise”. Onboard one of the
Catamarans, the sailing party kick starts with the
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heart pounding reggae music by the DJ. While
the cruise passes the emerald hills, waterfalls,
and historical sites, you can also snorkel in the
deep blue Caribbean reefs.
When you decide to relax and rejuvenate, one
of the ideal places would be the GoldenEye
Resort’s villa, where Ian Fleming found his
inspiration for the famously smooth spy
character, James Bond.
Also find the most delicious jerk chicken, pork,
and seafood delights at the birthplace of jerk,
Jamaica, to satiate your palate.

Message for Readers

Whether you're a first timer to Jamaica or have
made the island your "go-to spot", Jamaica
always offers a wealth of experiences, attractions
and events like no other place on earth. Explore
the "Home of All Right" in difference form of
activities; from a hike through the mountain
trails; to a succulent piece of jerk chicken;
sipping its coffee in the morning and rum in the
evening, or discover the history of the island in
the heart of the city, Kingston.
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Cover Story

Visit
Jordan

Fall in Love
with It!

Ashit Taneja
Country Manager
Jordan Tourism Board, India Office

Destination Exclusivities

Jordan has a lot to offer in terms of historic
sites, wellness, culture, religious, and leisure
options. Jordan is the perfect family destination
with something for everyone – from children to
grand-parents; Jordan is the ideal choice for all.
Discover the lost city of Petra, gaze at the stars
at Wadi Rum where sleep overnight in a desert
camp; experience the sensation of floating
without sinking in the Dead Sea or explore the
coral reefs of the Red Sea.
Jordan’s natural attributes whether from
the monolithic rocks capes of Wadi Rum
to the lively centre of urban Amman; from
the majestic ruins of Petra to the historical
and spiritual splendor of the Dead Sea, are
all unveiled as unique destinations offering
breathtaking and mysterious sights, high
standard accommodation and exquisite cuisine
that make Jordan a special family destination.
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Considering to the upcoming season of
vacations, what are the lucrative offers for
travelers that will add on to joy of their
vacations

And the Formalities………

Indian nationality can avail of a visa on arrival
from any border of Jordan upon entering.
The visa will be valid for one month, but the
traveler must also have a return ticket/onward
journey documents as proof.

The Recreational Mood & Activities
Lined Up

Nature enthusiasts have many options in
Jordan like they can take a hot air balloon ride
upon the vast, silent drama of Wadi Rum, or
the plunging Jordan Rift Valley that includes
the Dead Sea - the lowest spot on earth at 410m
below sea level. The Red Sea resort of Aqaba

is always warm, balmy, and enticing for divers
and other water sports enthusiasts. Aqaba offers
a full range of facilities for bungee jumping,
speed boating, scuba diving, snorkeling, sailing,
fishing, swimming, water skiing, wind surfing,
or simply loafing and sunning in the warm
crystal-clear waters of the Red Sea.
‘Grand Canyon of Jordan’- Wadi Mujib is a
perfect place for thrill seekers, the hills and
valleys that lead down to the Dead Sea provide
a natural playground for a wide range of
outdoor activities such as hiking, climbing, and
canyoning.

Message for Readers

Travel as much as you can. Experiences carry
more value than just material objects. And Visit
Jordan, you will fall in love with it!

trendy travel trade with food & shop
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Cover Story

Malaysia

is the Truly

Asia

Sulaiman Suip
Director
Tourism Malaysia, New Delhi

Destination Exclusivities

There are lot of hidden potential destinations
and new products like Ipoh, Kota Kinabalu
and beautiful unexplored beaches are available
and apt for family and leisure travellers. The
Southern state of Johor is already emerging a
favourite place among holiday seekers who love
adventure and theme parks. The major attraction
in Johor Bahru are Legoland with facility of
stay and 70 hands-on rides, slides & shows,
Johor Premium Outlet with the advantage of
50-70% discounts on all the high-end brands,
Glass Temple, Hello Kitty etc. IPOH, in the
state of Perak in West Malaysia, offers a pleasant
weather to travellers all throughout the year.
The major attraction in Ipoh are Maps – the
world’s first animation park in South Asia, Gua
Tempurung – one of longest cave in Malaysia,
Lost world of Tambun with the facility of stay
and enjoy 7 different types of adventure theme
parks. The state of Sabah in East Malaysia
treasures the beauty of natural environment,
national parks and wildlife sanctuaries. This
makes best way to experience this scenic
beauty, calls for a vacation in Kota Kinabalu.
Kota Kinabalu is known for its sandy beaches,
paradise Islands, virgin coral reefs, tropical
rainforests and the mighty Mount Kinabalu.
The islands of Tioman, Redang, Perhentian
and Pangkor are treat to adventure seekers. The
marine life in these islands are abundant with
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big school of fishes, turtles, rays, reef sharks and
beautiful coral reefs. A famous spot for scuba
divers is the Tiger Reef in Tioman Island. The
crystal-clear water and numerous reefs, many
within 50 feet of the shore making these islands
a perfect diving destination and a big attraction
for a quiet romantic getaway.

The Lucrative Treats of the Summer
Season

The trip to Genting Highland will definitely
make vacation unforgettable for Indian
travellers. Once you reach Genting Highland,
one can start with trip to Sky Avenue and
explore Gaming park, Sky Symphony, Ripley’s
believe or not, Snow walk, Jurassic Research
Centre and many more attractions. After tour
to sky avenue one can experience the scenic
beauty around Chin Swee Temple which is
budhist temple on the peak of the hill. Genting
Highland has special attraction for shopaholics
Genting Premium Outlet which has all the
brands, you name it and you get it there. One
can also experience “Dinner in the sky” in Kuala
Lumpur. Have your dinner and enjoy amazing
view of Petronas Twin Towers, KL Tower and
Kuala Lumpur city.

And the Formalities. . . . .

There are two online visa options eNTRI which
gives you permission of single entry pass to
enter Malaysia for 15 days at the cost of USD 20
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and eVisa which gives you facility of multiple
entry visa with validity of three months at the
cost of USD 25 processing fees and INR 1100
visa fees. If someone doesn’t have Malaysian
visa and travelling from Thailand, Singapore and
Indonesia can avail the facility of on arrival visa
at the cost USD 100. If someone has onward
flight to USA, Japan, Taiwan, China, South
Korea, New Zealand and Australia can avail the
facility of transit visa and stay in Malaysia for
120 hours (5 days) without visa.

The Recreational Mood & Activities
Lined Up

We have so many beautiful islands where one
can do beach activities like Diving, Snorkelling,
Parasailing, Jet Skiing, Sea Walk etc. Sabah is
one of the best place to explore water activities.
One can also explore jungle walk in Taman
Negara, River rafting in Gopeng and Hiking in
Mount Kinabalu. All water and other activities
are very safe in Malaysia and one can do without
hesitation under the supervision of the instructor.

Message for Readers

T3FS has been source of knowledge and
information about the travel trade. We are
also getting the details of the events, latest
developments and experts opinions on different
segments of travel Trade through this magazine.
T3Fs also update us latest trends of fashion. It is
a good mix of travel, trade and fashion.
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Cover Story

Taiwan
“Asia’s Best kept Secret”
Noel Saxena
Country Manager,
Taiwan Tourism Board

Destination Exclusivities

Taiwan has a truly unique natural beauty.
Beautiful places like Sun Moon Lake,
Yangmingshan National Park, Black Dwarf Cave
etc. just to name a few. These places provide an
escape from the chaos of urban living.
Taiwan is blessed with natural beauty, scenic
areas, great food, astonishing history and
culture and great shopping, this makes it a great
destination for the Indian traveller.
Apart from this, Taiwan is very rich when it
comes to art. Be it dance, music art or even folk
art, the Taiwanese have earned critical acclaim
for themselves with exceptional talent display.
Taiwanese hand puppetry and Taiwanese opera
are two foremost examples of art forms which
are authentically Taiwanese.
Lonely Planet named Kaohsiung, the Southern
coastal city in Taiwan as one of the top 10 cities
to visit in 2018.

The Lucrative Treats of the Summer
Season

Groups will now find it easier to visit Taiwan as
several top-tier travel agents are authorized to
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initiate Group Visas to Taiwan that are issued
completely free of cost. The objective behind
such an initiative is to promote the collective
spirit of travelling and to ensure that Indians
travel to Taiwan for Leisure/Cruises/Fly Cruises/
Incentives and MICE business activities.
The new system of visa is very efficient.
Everything from start to finish is done online.
The idea behind introducing the free online visa
is to encourage more high-end tourists from
Southeast Asian countries and in particular from
India.

And the Formalities………

There is a visa exempt entry into Taiwan for
Indian Passport Holder for 30 days via online
system. The applicant must have at least one of
the following visas issued by Australia, Canada,
Japan, Korea, New Zealand or any of the
Schengen countries, UK or USA:
Valid resident or permanent resident card/ Valid
entry visa (may be electronic visa)/ Resident
card or visa that has expired less than 10 years
prior to the date of arrival in Taiwan
For Online Group Visa there is an exemption

for Indian passport Holders with minimum 5 or
more people travelling in a group to Taiwan via
online system for 30 days.

The Recreational Mood & Activities
Lined Up

We are promoting Taiwan for its Golf tourism.
Southern Taiwan's climate is tropical. There
are a number of hot tourist spots there,
including Alishan, the historic city of Tainan,
Kaohsiung port and Kenting. Players can enjoy
natural landscapes, traditional cuisine, historic
monuments and luxury hotels at tropical resorts.
Of course, there are several interesting golf
courses, such as the tropical golf resort and the
top clubhouse, with challenging water hazards
and bunkers. It is the ideal choice to enjoy both
golfing and traveling in Taiwan.

Message for Readers

Like St. Augustine once said, “The world is a
book and those who do not travel read only one
page.” So, travel as much as you can and explore
destinations such as Taiwan!

trendy travel trade with food & shop
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Cover Story

Discover the Amazing Stories in

Thailand
Isra Stapanaseth
Director
Tourism Authority of Thailand
New Delhi Office

Destination Exclusivities

Thailand offers the manmade
& Natural resources to attract
Indian leisure & family segment
by destinations like Bangkok &
around/ Chiangmai /Pattaya /
HuaHin/ Phuket /Krabi, Koh
Samui. There are many attractions
in all the above mentioned
cities for the family and leisure
segments. To name a few – Art in
Paradise in various cities, Madam
Tussauds and Siam Niramit Show
in Bangkok, Phuket Fantasea in
Phuket, Sri Racha Tigar Zoo,
Cartoon Network in Pattaya etc.
These are some of the places
where the entire family can enjoy
together.

The Lucrative Treats of the
Summer Season

Festival of water splash called
Songkran festival during 1315 April which takes place
throughout the kingdom of
Thailand in Bangkok / Ayutthaya/
Chaing Mai / Patthaya / Kon Kaen
/Hat Yai . We welcome you all
to experience the traditional way
of life of Thai people. We also
have Thailand Grand Sale during
June, July and August where most
department stores and shopping
outlets offer very attractive
discounts ranging from 10 to 70 %
to all visitors. All visitors can also
avail VAT refund at the airport for
all the purchases done during their
visit.
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And the Formalities. . . . .

Thailand provide the Visa on
Arrival(VOA) from 54 check
points including Suvarnabhumi
International Airport .Visitors can
download the visa form and print out
with the relevant document such as
Air ticket/ Hotel reservation and find
out more detail from the website of
The Royal Thai Embassy New Delhi.

The Recreational Mood &
Activities Lined Up

Leisure and family travellers can
enjoy all kinds of variety activities
in Thailand . The activities can be
combined mix & match and tailor
made to your needs. For example
travelling as family to Hua Hin,
Golfer can have a round of golf,
the others can visit attractions like
beaches and enjoy water sports. One
can enjoy the spa & thai massage,
theme park /shopping mall and
entertainment complex. In other
words there are things and activites
for all to enjoy.
There are many medical check up by
The JCI Hospital /the medical center/
Health care services in Bangkok/
Pattaya/Chiang Mai/Phuket etc.,
For beach activities like Diving/
Scuba diving there are fitness
checkups/tests before one can join
the trainings in Phuket and other
destinations.

Message for Readers

We would like to invite all Indians
to come to Amazing Thailand and
experience the most wonderful and
enjoyable holiday.
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Cover Story

Celebrate Love & Refresh Soul in

Mauritius

Vijaye Haulder
Acting Director
Mauritius Tourism Promotion Authority

Destination Exclusivities

Mauritius being a complete destination has the
perfect recipe to cater for leisure and family
time. Ranging from sandy beaches, catamaran
trips, adventure related activities to nature parks,
the island offers great environment, blue sky
and fresh air for families to enjoy quality time
together. For those looking for luxury and leisure
time, our up class hotels have just the right
ambience to pamper its guests with magnificent
sunsets, amazing golf courses and heavenly spas.
Mauritius is a melting pot of cultures and this is
unique to the island. We have various religions
cohabiting in peace and the blend of cultures are
a major attraction to tourists who come specially
to witness this harmony during different festivals
celebrated like Divali, Maha Shivaratri, the
Chinese Spring festival and many more.

The Lucrative Treats of the Summer
Season
New activities are being implemented like
the Ebony Forest at Chamarel which became
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operational in 2017 and new adventure activities
are being implemented this year at Casela nature
park. For the period of May to August, many
hotels have good offers for travellers. From
March to September 2018 up to 30% discount
under the Mauritius 365 scheme where various
activities are accessible at a lower rate.

And the Formalities

Visitors from India can get a visa for sixty days
on arrival. This rids the Indian traveller from
the hassle of going through the visa procedures
before travelling and enable them to concentrate
on planning their holidays. Duty free shopping
is available upon arrival with a wide range of
products like perfumes, alcoholic beverages,
chocolates, gits etc.

The Recreational Mood & Activities
Lined Up

Mauritius being an island has a variety of water
sports to offer. The destination is well known
for its kite surf beaches where international

kite surfers come to enjoy their favourite sport.
Helmet diving, scuba diving and snorkelling are
among the famous activities of the island. For
those fond of nature, there are nature tracks and
adventure parks where visitors can experience
adrenaline boosting activities like zip lines and
quad biking. Depending on the nature of the
activities, a disclaimer form has to be filled in
including medical and physical information. For
some activities like helmet and scuba diving,
pre diving training sessions are done. There are
various companies and institutions offering the
above services on the island.

Message for Readers

Mauritius is a complete destination which can
be visited all year round. We have activities for
all ages and categories, be it for honeymooners,
families, adventure seekers, nature lovers, senior
citizens, young generation, golfers and water
sport lovers. For the businessmen, the island is
the ideal place to combine work with leisure.

trendy travel trade with food & shop
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Snippets

Kerala Tourism organises a Partnership Meet in New Delhi

In an eventful partnership meet, Kerala tourism shifts into high gear with
the brand new tourism policy and an assorted fare of tourism products.
After the successful experiment of Responsible Tourism, which began
modestly in the palm-fringed backwaters of Kumarakom in 2008 as an
experiment, it has fleshed up as the motto of Kerala’s Tourism module.
Recently, the tourism authority of Kerala revamped an array of new
tourism products which got showcased in the partnership meet at New
Delhi. Dhrisya Thalam, a visual storytelling that showcases the various

dance forms of Kerala was presented alongside to unveil the village
life and folklore of God’s Own Country in the Partnership meet. The
Responsible Tourism Mission and Kumarakom bagged the prestigious
Responsible Tourism Award at the World Travel Mart, London. This policy
is the major highlight for domestic campaign of Kerala and its tourism
potential products like this. A string of Partnership Meets are being
organized in Mumbai, Pune, Jaipur, Chandigarh, Bangalore, Hyderabad,
Visakhapatnam, Chennai, Kolkata, Patna & New Delhi in the 1st quarter
of 2018. The State has already registered a remarkable increase 6.25%
and marked a 5.67% increase in international and domestic tourist arrivals
during 2016 with a revenue increase of around 11%. With the 5th edition
of Kerala Blog Express, Kerala is gearing up to welcome and outreach
every kind of travellers which started by March. It will hit the floor on
September 27th that is Tourism day.
"Most foreign tourists flock to Kerala to experience its cultural heritage
but what we are trying to showcase is the idea that our culture isn’t
limited to performances on stage. It is ingrained in our way of life and the
department is taking small but significant steps towards helping a traveller
experience the richness of Kerala, be it our temple festivals, cuisine, rural
crafts, folk forms or traditional and popular art forms," said Smt. Rani
George, IAS, Secretary (Tourism), Govt of Kerala.

Ministry of Tourism Grabs Two Awards at ITB Berlin 2018
India was graced with “Best Exhibitor” Award for Australia and Oceania
category at the World's Tourism exhibition and launched film “Yogi
On The Race Track” hits 7 million views on twitter. In the recently held
prestigious event of ITB Berlin 2018, India has proudly stood out as
the exceptional tourism potential nation. Shri K. J. Alphons, Minister
of State (I/C) for Tourism shared two big accomplishments of India
Tourism as the best exhibitor of the show along with the huge success of
the new campaign film “Yogi on the Race Track” which was launched
during press conference of Ministry of Tourism in ITB. The film has
hit 7 Million views on twitter. ITB is one of the biggest platforms to
showcase tourism product to the global tourism fraternity for any nation.
The interaction sessions were held with international tourism with
multiple stakeholders, Media persons and Opinion Makers. Ministry of
Tourism also intuited about developing a new Incredible India website,
leveraging the latest trends in technology for promotion and marketing
of our country with enhanced visitor experience with personalization
and to realize the objectives of the Incredible India 2.0 campaign and
will be aimed at providing an interactive and engaging experience for
all visitors by providing relevant, interactive and immersive experience
across multiple digital touch points (website, and mobile app). Minister

of Tourism informed that the Ministry has launched the “Incredible India
2.0” Campaign during 2017-18 to position India as a “Must Experience”
destination so that there is an increase in foreign tourist arrivals to the
country. The Incredible India 2.0 campaign is based on an expansion
approach by adding new elements to the campaign, building longevity,
providing ready material to the consumer, staying strong on Social Media
to engage the consumer and building positive advocacy.

Madame Tussauds, Delhi Hosted the FAM for ADTOI members
To promote Madame Tussauds Wax Museum, Delhi among the tourists
visiting Delhi, Merlin Entertainments India Pvt. Ltd. hosted a FAM trip
to the Museum for the members of ADTOI. Madame Tussauds is an
international brand and is renowned world over for the quality wax statues
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it houses in all of its museums which has been recently opened up in
Delhi is surely gearing up the eyes of Delhi audience and those who are
travelling to the capital city. For the promotions and familiarization for the
potentials and insights of Madame Tussauds latest venture in Delhi whole
heartedly invited the members of Association of Domestic Tour Operators
of India to visit the Museum on March 13th 2018. They organized a special
programme for ADTOI members visit to the Museum on along with their
partners /representatives & media persons. The ADTOI saw a satisfying
number of members which comprised for about 120 pax who visited and
explored the details of the Museum. The members of the association had a
great fun. As per the chairman of the FAM trips of ADTOI, all the members
of the ADTOI had a fun-filled and memorable evening at classy and newest
attraction Madame Tussauds in Delhi. The Delhi edition of the museum
which is situated in Connaught Place gives it’s the visitors a chance to get
up close and personal to the wax statues of celebrities of every genre.
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Special Focus

ODISHA

The Serene
Shore of Nation

In the spectacular dusk and dawns giving wings to the positivity and content being to the clean shores that are calling
out to reach for zenith of happiness amidst the serene landscapes of natures’ best, you are nowhere else but to the
pristine destination of India – Odisha.
• T3FS Desk
The state has been the source of pride of Indian heritage and culture with its exquisite art forms and inexplicable craft works but what brings more wonder to
it is the nature and natural untouched innate beauty which at times brings peace to mind and sometimes enthralls the heartbeat. Odisha is such an audacious
destination which is now known as the Eastern Goa of India with the immense popularity of its hills, mountains and of course not to forget the beaches. The state
has a lot to offer on the ground of adventure activities to its travellers. So, if you are an ardent lover of exploring your dare power then Odisha has a lot to offer you.

Rushikulya Beach

The home of “Olive Ridley Turtle” is this haven beach which
is popularly known as Rushikulya Beach. This isolated beach
is located in the Ganjam district of the state and the uniqueness
of this place is the serene ambience that only emotes the peace
and nature closeness. One major attraction of this beach is
“hatching of the Olive Ridley Turtle” eggs during morning
time. The tranquility of this beach destination is truly surreal
and untouched with any modernity and materialism of world
since what embraces you is unadulterated nature & its blissful
love and compassion.
Rushikulya beach can easily be reached from the cities like
Bhubaneswar, Cuttack, Puri in Odisha; Patna in Bihar and
Kolkata in West Bengal.

Ashtaranga Beach

Ashtaranga is the combination of two Odia words
which are asta that means sunset and ranga means
colorful. Ashtaranga is a popular destination that
displays an array of sunrays in their beautiful
hues of pink, orange, red and graphite which
projects synergizing best of the potentials of
nature and mankind. This beach is one famous
spot for fishing in puri district. The beach
destination holds its special mention since there
is a shrine of Pir Jahania near the long, sandy
beach reached by both Hindus and Muslims.
Reach to the beach with a day drive from
Puri, Konark or Bhubaneswar which are wellconnected destinations of Odisha state.

Ramchandi Beach

The confluence of River Kushabhadra to that
of Bay of Bengal with the most colorful sunset
is all what one hungers for and Ramchandi
beach satisfies with. Being named after Goddess
Ramchandi who is being worshipped in the
Konark region with heavy sense of belief,
Ramchandi breezes the utmost positive vibes at
the seashore that melts all the stress and sighs
soul with a sense of relief and composure. The
popular activities of beach are sailing, swimming,
sun bath, motor biking, wind surfing.
So take up one fresh ride from places like
Konark, Puri and Pipili to explore the divine
serenity of this beach place.
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Beleswar Beach

Beleswar the beach with the golden sand is one hidden jewel
of the state that covers picturesque surrounding with tranquil
environment. The beleswar beach holds great sense of belief in
religious fact as its is co-located with famous Shaivite temple
that attracts a large number of Lord Shiva ardent devotees.
Furthermore beleswar beach also provides for water sports
facilities such as wind surfing, water skiing, and jet skiing in
the surroundings of beautiful “Casuarina” trees and cleanest
beach water. The tranquil and serene beauty of the beach stills
holds nature since it is yet not explored by many people.
So take up one fresh ride from places like Konark, Puri and
Pipili to explore the gold jewel beach place of Odisha.

Balighai Beach

This virgin beach is much more for the perfect seclusion to
enjoy comforts of a relaxing beach holiday. A unique beach
Balighai gives you a different experience from rest of the
Puri beaches. The magnificent rise and set of sun dazzles
all around golden rays for that unforgettable experience
witnessing the hard to experience the rarest moment. Those
thousands of waves splashing of the sea beach lets you capture
those eternal moments which are precious for lifetime for the
pure bliss of this heavenly abode destination. One may get to
explore the valuable surprise of nature by engulfing lush green
surroundings giving an edge of wisdom and transparency to
one’s thought like that of sea water.
So take up one fresh ride from places like Konark, Puri and
Pipili to explore the divine serenity of this beach place.

Aryapalli Beach

Aryapalli Beach is a pristine beach that solaces its traveler with
tranquil environs in the state of Odisha. Amidst the cool breeze of
the gigantic waves, breathe in the purest of the air while exhaling
out the stress of materialistic life in the Aryapalli beach that takes
you away from the hustle and bustle of the city. Wash out all the
blues from your mind, body and soul being indulged into activities
such as swimming, surfing and sun bathing at the beach. The
beach destination is a heavenly bliss for those who wish to bask
the horizons of sea and its zenith measuring the vast tranquility
and majestic powers of nature spread wide over the sea. This is
the most picturesque sights that captivate globetrotters to frame
memories forever.
Reach to the beach with a day drive from Chatrapur,
Bhubaneshwar, Gopalpur which are well-connected destinations
of Odisha state.

HOW TO REACH

By Air: Biju Patnaik International Airport, Bhubaneshwar
By Train: Bhubaneshwar Railway Station, Puri Railway Station
By Road: The Destination Is Well Connected To Destinations Of Bhubaneshwar, Konark, Cuttack, Puri.
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World Festivals

Embark the Merry May
May is the month to merry and streamlines the time with the best world times and ablaze the days with coolest festive
days by indulging in a journey with the loved ones….
• Tarsh Sharma

Cinco De Mayo

Where: Puebla City, Mexico
When: May 5, 2018
Cinco De Mayo Is A Holiday That Celebrates The Victorious Date Of The
Mexican Army For The Year 1862 Over France At The Battle Of Puebla
During The Franco-Mexican War. Even In Today’s Date In Mexico Cinco
De Mayo Is Observed As Minor Holiday. It Has Evolved Into A Tribute
That Is Being Paid To The Mexican Culture And Heritage Exclusively
In Those Areas Where There Is Higher Mexican-American Populations
Specially In The Regions Of The Puebla Region Which Was Battle Site.
People Celebrate Their Mexican Culture By Enjoying The Celebrations
And Call Of Occasion As An Opportunity To Drink A Lot Of Margaritas
And Cerveza. And On The Occasion, People Also Get Dressed Up In
Their Cultural Costumes And Treat The Day With Local Folklores And
Meritorious Remembrance Of The Great Warriors Of The Battle Which
Are Paid Homage Every Year.

Rhine In Flames

Where: Koblenz, Germany
When: May 5, 2018
Mesmerize In With The Enchanted World Of Firelight For The Five
Magical Summer Nights That Brings To Its Spectators An Ever-Changing
Kaleidoscope Of Lights. The Rhine In Flames Festival Erupts Above
The River Rhine And Shimmer The Cascades Of Color Indulging In The
Romantic Rhine Valley. Every Summer/Spring Season Of The Year, It
Beams The Spectacle In The Countryside Radiating Its Majestic Flames
In These Five Summer Nights. So, This May Walk Down The Riverside
Of River Rhine From Linz To Bonn On Summer Nights. The Rhine In
Flames Is A Massive And Amazing Coordinated Fireworks Display From
Boats, Stately Buildings And The Surrounding Countryside.

Tennessee Renaissance Festival

Where: Arrington, Tennessee
When: May 5 – May 28, 2018
Travel Back To The 16Th Century In The Narrow Lanes Of Villages Of
Covington Glen Village, England, Get Alive With The Bustling Beats Of
Renaissance Marketplace Which Gathers Over 60 Skilled Artisans There
From All Over The Country. Here, One Will Find Display Of Finest Of
The Wares From Silks To Swords; From Gems To Jewels, Flavors To
Aromas And Tastes Of Authentic And Exclusive Food And Drink Varieties
Calling Out To Greet The Festival-Goers. Hear The Sounds Of Renaissance
Musicians That Makes One Go Merry And Dance On Its Tunes And
Solaces The Soul Reaching Abode Of Musical Heaven. Tennessee Is One
Happening Event That Is Awaited Every Summer/Spring In Order To Bliss
Best Of Vocational Times.

Cannes Film Festival

When: May 8 – 19, 2018
Where: Cannes, France
Films Are The Magnets Of Not Just Glam World But Everyone. In This
Context, After Oscars What Gets All The Glamour From All Over World
Is The Cannes Film Festival Which Was Originally An Event For Social
Gathering Of Tourists Rather Than A Competition Where They Used To
Gather And Watch Quality Films Spending Time With Each Other. However,
As The Years Passed By And Things Changed With Its Passage, The Number
And Quality Of Films Have Grown, And The Festival Acquired A Stature Of
Being One Of The Most Prestigious Events In The Film Fraternity Across
World. The Cannes Film Festival Is The Gala Glamorous Affair Where One
Arrives In A Low-Key Affair But Leaves As One More Sparkling Star. With
One Mega Carnival Of Stars, People Get To See All The Glamour, Fashion
And Trends What Is Just Not Doing Rounds But It Is One Festival Which
Trends Latest Fashion.
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Spring International Music Festival

Where: Prague, Czech Republic
When: May 12 – June 3, 2018
Spring International Music Festival Is One Of The Best Classical Music Events
Of Europe And Is Celebrated In The Large Circle With Some Of World’s
Leading Solo Artists And Orchestras. The Contemporary And Medieval City Of
Prague From European Continent Celebrates The Greatest Of Its Pride Lineage
In The Areas Of Art And Music By Calling Out The Excellent And Talented
Artists Of The Town To Celebrate The Hope Of Harmony- Music. For The
Year 2018, The International Music Festival Will Be Full Of Music Festivals
Ranging From Intimate To Massive, Covering Diverse Styles Like Jazz, Heavy
Metal, Classical And Electronic.

Cheung Chau Bun Festival

Where: Cheung Chau Island, Hong Kong
When: May 19-23, 2018
Cheung Chau Island Is Calling Out This Summer Season To Chill Out For
The Boisterous Annual Celebration At Its Most Divine Pak Tai Temple
Located On The Island. Conciding With The Birthday Of Buddha, Get
Indulged In The Folklore Of Hong Kong Amidst Bun-Covered Bamboo
Towers That Are Erected, With Lion Dances, Colourful Parades Or
Participate In Their Rich Famous Bun Scrambling Competition With
Other Participants. It Is Said That Over The Last Day I.e. Day 3 Of The
Event, Participants Climb A 60-Foot Tower To Collect As Many Buns As
They Can – The Higher The Bun, The Higher The Score – With Individual
Contests And A Relay. The Festival Concentrates On Showcasing The
Meritorious Talent Of People Who Also Represent The Cultural Theme
Dresses And Customs All Through Week Of The Island.

Distortions

Where: Copenhagen, Denmark
When: May 30 – June 3, 2018
Next On The List Is Denmark That Is Calling Out In Its Full Enthusiasm To Be A
Part Of Denmark’s Biggest Musical Celebration. Distortion Is Tagged As Distortion
Due To Heavily Marked Orchestrated Chaos And The Large Number Of People
Attending And Grooving Over The Beats Of The Week Long Musical Show.
Distortion Being The Instrumental Start Up Of 1998 Is Now An Annual Event With
Free Daytime Boulevard Celebrations, Cherished Nights Of Happening Clubs,
And A Closing Two-Day Festival In The City’s Industrial Warehouse Wasteland,
Refsehaleoen. Although The Line-Up Is Yet To Be Confirmed, The Festival’s 20Th
Anniversary Is Sure To Be A Hit With Dance Fans From Around The World.

Primavera Sound

Where: Barcelona, Spain
When: May 30 – June 3
Primavera Sound Is Said To Be One Of Spain’s Biggest Music Festivals At Parc
Del Fòrum, Which Is Much Nearby Barcelona On The Coastal Side. Primavera
Is Popular For Line-Ups Focusing On Eclectic, New, Independent Music That
Takes Place Every Summer/Spring In The Enthusiastic Capital Of Spain Attracting
Millions Of Native People And Travelers Coming From Across The World To
Attend The Festival And Get Themselves Dwelt In Best Of Their Times. Primavera
That Is Held Each Year By The End Of May And Beginning Of June Possess A
Massively Desirable And Lined Up Sensations In The World Of Music That Is
Unafraid To Explore All Musical Diversities Of World And Best Of Artists.
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NTO Update

Up-Skilling of India & South East Asia agents in New Zealand
For the up-skilling and learning the potentials of New Zealand more than
50 travel agents from India and South East Asia visited New Zealand this
month. For their skill enhancements, the agents landed in Auckland where
a one day workshop was held with 25 regional tourism organisations
(RTO’s) before them heading out around the country. Consumer insights
and product updates were shared between the agents and RTO’s through
one-on-one meetings. Tourism New Zealand provided insights of the
market within the arranged workshop which was concluded with an award
ceremony to recognize the agents becoming Gold specialists. Tourism
New Zealand worked with the regional tourism organizations to develop
three different itineraries for the agents. The two North Island groups
explored were inclusive of destinations of Auckland, Waitomo, Hamilton,
Matamata, Rotorua, Taupō, Napier, Wairarapa and Wellington. In the
South Island, the agents spent time in Canterbury, Queenstown, Central
Otago and Dunedin.
Steven Dixon, Regional Manager, South and South East Asia, New
Zealand Tourism says, "it was fantastic to be able to bring these agents to
New Zealand to show them first-hand what they’ve been learning about.
Gil Abercrombie from Enterprise Dunedin said, “In-destination training

events such as this don’t just build agents’ knowledge of New Zealand,
they also increase their confidence in our ability as RTO’s to satisfy their
clients’ expectations We designed the itineraries so the agents could

experience as many regions as possible in the short time they were here.
They got to experience tourist attractions, accommodation and restaurants
that we know will appeal to their clients.”

Thailand International Kite Festival 2018 Took to Hua Hin Skies
In the most popular locale kite festival of Thailand, the travelers took over
the Hua Hin skies at the Army Non Commissioned Officer School, Hua
Hin, Prachuap Khiri Khan.
With its heavy popularity around the globe this year, the event witnessed
20 official kite flying teams from many different countries and the names
were from all corners of the world including Switzerland, Germany and
France. Among the displays of beautiful kites from all over the world will
including giant kites in the shapes of super heroes and cartoon characters
as well as in geometric forms. In addition, there are stunning musical
performance of revolution kites and a show of stunt kites with fliers who’ll
compete to show off their high-speed flying skills.
Visitors had an amazing chance to watch Chula and Pak Pao show of
unique Thai kites dancing in the sky, accompanied by Thai classical
music Pi Phatensemble. Ringside Kite Tour preferably became the perfect
host for tourists to see kites in the kite flying field, stay at close range to
the kites, take photos and watch world-class kite flyers. Counting on the
engagement activities of the good times at kite festival, one can try a hand
at making, drawing and painting a kite at the Kite Kid Paint corner, create

limited edition of art pieces at the Do It Yourself (DIY) section, or learn
how to make a boomerang and learn how to throw it at the Boomerang
Workshop. Visit the Wind Garden to see how professionals decorate a
ground with wind-playing arts like kites and materials that can be moved
by wind, sound producing pieces like turbines, mobiles, bells, etc.

Rwanda in Renaissance Promotes Differently Abled MICE Group
Rwanda Renaissance aimed at promoting trade, tourism, investments
and cultural ties between India and Rwanda has announced plans to
promote differently abled MICE Groups into the African nation. As a
first time initiative, the 18 Member Delegation from the Happy Home
and School for the Blind took the jet to Kigali on RwandAir's direct
flight by April 4, 2018. Happy Home and School for the Blind was
established way back in the year 1925. In the minimal period of just
seven years the School will celebrate its centenary however this would
be the first time that the School will test International waters and take
the visually impaired children overseas. It has been significantly noted
as a fact that the visually impaired children showcased their solidarity
with Rwanda and her people by participating in KWIBUKA 24 - the
Commemoration of the 24th Anniversary of the 1994 Genocide against
the Tutsi. The Program titled "Make Me a Channel of Your Peace”
will entail Commemorative Choral Performances by these visually
impaired children. The differently abled people also are scheduled
to give multiple performances during the week-long visit to Rwanda
and will hold deleberations with UWEZO Youth Organization for
persons with disabilities as well as with other related agencies both
from Government andPrivate Sector. The Delegation led by Ms. Meher
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Banaji, Director, Happy Home and School for the Blind. There are
adequate volunteers accompanying the visually impaired children so as
to ensure a smooth and hassle free experience. Fernandes remarked, "
Happy Home and School for the Blind is a model Institution catering
to visually impaired boys upto the age of 20 years. At this unique
Center of Excellence, boys are groomed to face the challenges of a
highly demanding world while effectively coping with their visual
impairment."
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South Africa Awarded as Adventure Destination at 2018 PATWA
Awards
In the recent felicitation by Pacific Area Travel Writers Association
(PATWA), South Africa’s tourism is acclaimed as thrill-packed adventure
attractions destination and awarded as the best adventure destination
in the world during their annual awards at ITB Berlin 2018. Handed
out annually at ITB Berlin, the world’s biggest travel trade fair, the
PATWA International Awards are highly sought after by organisations
and destinations, as they are voted for by accomplished travel journalists
across the Pacific region. South Africa’s intensified efforts to promote
itself as a “wildlife plus” tourism destination, with a strong and varied
menu of adventure experiences, are bearing fruit which is successfully
proven by grabbing the award.
"By winning the prestigious Best Destination – Adventure Award in the
PATWA International Awards, South Africa is truly staking its claim as
one of the world’s most exhilarating adventure tourism capitals” says
Alpa Jani, South African Tourism’s acting hub head for the Middle East,
India and Southeast Asia region. “This award is highly encouraging as it
affirms our endeavours to showcase the adventure capabilities of South
Africa. We’re established worldwide and in India as a wildlife destination,
but we spent much of last year strengthening our positioning as one of

the world’s adventure
capitals – and an
adventure tourism
award from the trade
tells us we’ve arrived,”
she explains. “Besides
bungee jumping,
which is also available
in the culturally rich
Soweto township
in Johannesburg,
other high-powered
activities that South Africa promotes in India include shark-cage diving
(where the adventurous are dunked into the ocean in a safety cage to view
sharks up close), paragliding, abseiling, sand-boarding (a desert-based
version of surfing), zip-lining and sky-diving,” Jani says. “Soft” adventure
activities such as kayaking, walks in the wild, snorkelling and quad-bike
riding are also popular, she adds.

Expedition 3.0 : FICCI’s 3rd Edition for Digital Travel, Hospitality
& Innovation Summit
FICCI released its 3rd edition of Digital, Travel, Hospitality & Innovation
Summit 2018 along with KPMG report on ‘Expedition 3.0: Travel and
Hospitality Gone Digital’. “In order to facilitate conformity with the new
wave of innovative travel with ease of transactions for both local and
foreign tourists, the government needs to connect all banks with mobile
banking platforms and explore the feasibility of deploying encrypted Short
Message Service (SMS) based funds transfer on a mobile application.”
Travel tech companies recently came under roof with FICCI to discuss
over 3rd Digitalization of Travel, Hospitality and Innovation Summit
2018 considering the fact that the voice becoming a mainstream tool
for traveller, travel tech companies personalisation & delivery of good
experience to customer is the way forward. The report notes that policies

to facilitate faster payment services are essential to enhance the options for
customer registration for mobile banking services to enable wider access
to mobile banking services in multiple languages for non-smartphone
users and encourage innovative mobile-based payment solutions.
Mr. Ashish Kumar, Partner Agnitio Consulting LLP and Co Chairman,
FICCI Travel Technology Committee, said that major digital platforms
are now vying for a slice of the industry’s pie. However, he noted, that
industry would have to reach out to the hinterland where the use of
internet is pervasive. While acknowledging that no other industry has
changed the way the travel industry has due to the impact of technology,
he said that the industry’s footprints on inbound and the overseas markets
were not strong enough.

Vuelve a Madrid – The Only Loyalty Program offered by Madrid
Madrid becomes the first ever destination to offer visitors loyalty program
based on a catalogue of exclusive advantages and offers that can be
redeemed through a points system. The programme called ¨Vuelve a
Madrid¨ which means Return to Madrid developed by Madrid City
Council´s Tourism Office to encourage visitors to return to the city is the
first ever loyalty program launched by any destination to promote revisit of the travelers. More than 1,700 people have already signed up for
Vuelve a Madrid and more than 50 companies and institutions in Madrid
have expressed their interest and confidence in the program by adhering
to it. The program is aimed at more than 9.9 million visitors to explore
the city and for those who travel for professional reasons. The objectives

of the program are four-fold: It allows companies and institutions to join
the tourism value chain and helps them to increase the consumption of
their products and/or services amidst a much wider audience. Its aim is to
promote repeat visits to the capital, boost tourism expenditure, diversify
consumption and foster sustainable tourism by de-seasonalizing visits by
tourists. In this way, everyone is able to join the tourist value chain.
Mr. Cueto said, “What we are doing with this really innovative initiative
is promoting Madrid, making the city grow, making its tourist offer even
more attractive and making all the players in the tourism industry shine
even more brightly. We have no doubts as to the importance of publicprivate collaboration".

BTC Group to Enter Australia as the Destination Management Comapny
BTC endeavours with Destinations Management Company commercials
in the beautiful land of great tourism prospects of Australia. BTC Group
(Established in 1999) is pleased to announce its new venture Vibrant Tours
Pty Ltd, Australia (www.vibrantaustralia.com) as a young, dynamic and
vibrant Destination Management Company for Australia, New Zealand
and Pacific Islands. “Our main goal is to strengthen our position as one of
the leading travel and tourism companies in Australia with our top quality
services and uncompromising dedication to customer satisfaction.” said Mr
Tushar Jain, Managing Director.
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Aviation

Another Crown on the Head of Air Arabia
The GCC’s largest low cost carrier, Air Arabia has been honored as the
2018 Corporate Editor Choice by the Air Transports Networks.
Air Arabia, the Middle East and North Africa’s first airline brand has
received the ‘Corporate Editor Choice Award’ in Dubai, UAE which
has been honored by the Air Transport Network. The accolade is a
demonstration of Air Arabia’s continued commitment to passenger
satisfaction and development within the industry. The judging process
was chaired by the prominent leaders from the field of aviation,
government and air transport bodies which were evaluated by jury
members out of nominated airlines brand being adjudged on overall
consensus of each category.
Currently operational to 147 routes across the globe from five hubs
located in the Middle East and North Africa, Air Arabia continues its
mission to create an ever-expanding network of diverse destinations with
high-quality services in an altogether lower cost-effective travel.
Adel Al Ali, Group Chief Executive Officer of Air Arabia, said: “We are
very pleased to be awarded the ATN Editor Choice Award recognizing

the achievements that Air
Arabia has accomplished over
the years. We are proud to
see that millions of customers
continue enjoying our value
driven services since we
introduced low-cost travel to
the MENA region almost 15
years ago. Such prestigious
awards remind us of the good
work we continue to do over
the years. I thank ATN for
this award which I dedicate
to our customers and staff all
over the world.”

Cathay Pacific inks with va-Q-tech
thermal containers add-on an edge to the Cathay Pacific’s pharma portfolio
in assisting its customers with exclusively designed containers which have
better life expectancy in moving life-saving products by air.
The first Hong Kong airline Cathay Pacific Cargo is also expected to be
awarded with IATA CEIV Pharma Certification, for its higher-values,
time-sensitivity and temperature –controlled product quality which are
committed to be transported with speed, consistency and efficiency.
The thermal containers are available in five different sizes, taking up to
two US pallets inside, and in six different temperature ranges, from -60°C
to +25°C. They guarantee safe temperature-controlled transportation for
the pharmaceutical, healthcare and medical sectors.

Anand Yedery, General Manager, Cathay Pacific Cargo
– South Asia, Middle East & Africa, says, “From an air freight

The strategic alliance is expected to provide Cathay Pacific Cargo
customers to transport higher-value temperature-sensitive pharmaceutical
products with ample options.
The potential cargo line Cathay Pacific announced a new partnership
with va-Q-tec, the leading facilitator of thermal packaging solutions for
temperature controlled transportation. The technologically advanced

point of view India is a very big Passive pharmaceutical market. This
partnership with va-Q-tec will strengthen our Pharma Lift product further
and thereby provide our customers a range of options to transport their
temperature sensitive pharmaceutical shipments.”

In Sook Yoo, Head of Business Development Asia at va-Qtech, added: "The pharmaceutical market is growing rapidly worldwide.
Thanks to the new collaboration, innumerable customers can lease va-Qtec's reliable containers directly from Cathay Pacific Cargo.”

The 6th Edition of Turkish Airlines Bowling Tournament debuts
in Mumbai
Turkish Airlines has brought together over 8 passenger agencies and 24
players for its annual Bowling Tournament in Mumbai.The global leader
of aviation, Turkish Airlines envision tournament as an effort to use sports
as a communication tool to develop team dynamics and celebrate the spirit
of partnership and healthy competition. The airline has been conducting
this tournament since 2012 across 51 countries and 102 destinations
globally. In India, this is the sixth year of the tournament and the first
ever in Mumbai. It is marked that over 1000 agencies and 3000 players
from all around the world will participate in the tournament which is the
associating agencies of Turkish Airlines. This year top travel agencies like
American Express Global Business Travel, Cox & Kings Limited, Yatra
Online Pvt Ltd, Akbar Travels, BCD Travel India Pvt. Ltd, Bluestar Air
Travel, Kesari Tours, Riya Travel & Tours India Pvt Ltd etc. made the
tournament a roaring success. Winner American Express Global Business
Travel- Team GBT who won the tournament with a score of 593 and now
stand a chance to represent India in the Turkish Airlines Bowling Grand
Finale to be held in Istanbul. The Champion of the Grand Finale held the
chance to win a flight ticket and a vacation in Antalya.
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Lufthansa Group Opens First Four Gateways in California
California to become first U.S. destination that will have four operational
Lufthansa Group gateways With the beginning of spring 2018, the
Lufthansa Group will expand its network in California as it opens its third
and fourth official gateways in the Golden State. Specifically, Lufthansa’s
third gateway in California will operate out of San Diego International
Airport and its fourth gateway will operate out of Mineta San Jose
International Airport. These enhancements will emphasize Lufthansa
Group’s obligation to the United States, as well as make California the
first U.S. state that is going to have four Lufthansa Group gateways. The
California Gateways and Mineta San Jose International Airport to where
Lufthansa scheduled flights between San Diego, CA and Frankfrunt
Germany every day except Wednesday and Friday. Next destination
is San Jose from where it will fly on every day except Thursday and
Saturday, resuming operations out of Mineta San Jose International
Airport with an Airbus A340-300, flight number LH489. Flight LH489
and return flight LH488. Third in the series is San Francisco from where

it will operate on daily basis with Flight LH 455 & 459 and last counts to
Los Angeles.
“California remains one of our top priorities for expansion in the U.S.,
and our new service from San Diego to Frankfurt continues to support
this commitment to the most dynamic market outside of Germany. Our
customers flying to and from San Diego will now experience our quality
service and premium offerings as the only 5-Star European airline serving
the city” said Larry Ryan, Senior Director of Sales, USA Lufthansa
Group.
“This nonstop service by Lufthansa ties San Diego into a new European
hub system year-round, supporting both business and leisure travelers.
The flight represents an efficient and convenient connection for Southern
Californians to reach beyond Frankfurt, to over 150 destinations
in Europe, Africa, Middle East and the Indian sub-continent.” said
Kimberly Becker, President/CEO of the San Diego County Regional
Airport Authority.

Ethiopian Airline’s Seasonal Shower
The four star global carrier Ethiopian announces its seasonal offer with
increased flights from India Ethiopian Airlines, the SKYTRAX Four Star
Global Airline certified largest Aviation Group in Africa is delighted to
announce that keeping the seasonal targets of market into consideration it
will increase capacity in its India operation by deploying the ultra-modern
B777 aircraft on its twice daily operation to/from Mumbai and 767-200
aircraft on its twice daily operation to/from New Delhi between the period
of March 25 to October 26, 2018. Both the B777 and 767-200 aircrafts
will have flat beds in their business class which will be an added luxury to
the passengers. With the holiday season just around the corner, travelers
can take advantage of these most competitive fares.
With the availability of additional seats on this leg, Ethiopian airlines

have introduced heavily discounted fares to Nairobi, Uganda, Tel Aviv,
Tanzania, Rwanda, Khartoum, Entebbe, USA, Europe and several other
destinations. Ethiopian is a multi-award winning airline registering an
average growth of 25% in the past seven years.
Tadesse Tilahun , Regional Director India Sub Continent, Ethiopian
Airlines remarked: “As part of our strategy to expand in India, we have
been increasing frequency and upgrading aircraft in the past few years
to accommodate the growing demand to Africa. As a customer focused
airline, we have the passenger’s comfort level in mind at all times with a
view to continuously enhance our customers‘travel experience and meet
their growing expectations.”

Etihad Airways and Swiss Enters into a Codeshare Agreement
In the series of codershare cooperation that began in 2016 between the
Lufthansa Group and Etihad Aviation group of which Swiss is also a
part, a new agreement has been signed up. Etihad Airways and Swiss
International Air Lines (SWISS) have entered into a new codeshare
partnership with the immediate effect on the bookings. The agreement
says that Etihad Airways will have its EY flight code on SWISS services
from Abu Dhabi between Geneva and Zurich the two key gateway cities
served in Switzerland. SWISS will be offering its passengers codeshare
flights to and from the UAE’s capital city and will market its LX code on
Etihad Airways’ services between Zurich and Abu Dhabi,. The codeshare
services gone air for bookings from March 26th onwards.
Etihad Airways have been known for its high-end comforts being provided
to the customer and on the technologically advanced Boeing 787-9

Dreamliner will have acclaimed inflight service and award-winning cabin
interiors with 28 Business studios and 271 economy smart seats for its
daily flights from Abu Dhabi to Zurich.
Peter Baumgartner, Chief Executive Officer, Etihad Airways said:
“This codeshare deepens Etihad Airways’ commitment to the Swiss travel
market and Switzerland, a key destination for travellers from our UAE
home, neighbouring Gulf countries, and across our Asia Pacific network.
The partnership further strengthens the historic cultural, business and
tourism ties that the UAE and Switzerland have enjoyed over many
decades.” He further added, “For travellers from Switzerland, our new
relationship with SWISS will provide access to Etihad’s award-winning
service and the hospitality for which our Abu Dhabi home is known.”

Up and Away to Mallorca
Hahn Air Lines, the German career is all set for flying to the Balearics this
Palma de Mallorca (PMI) with one of its business jets, a Cessna Citation
summer. The airline has recently announced its network expansion and to
Sovereign.
market the new routes to add as its destinations. The German scheduled and As per the reports, flights to the new destination are set to be scheduled
charter airline Hahn air is will not be setting its wings off from the airports
for 19:15 as per the local time every Friday throughout the 2018 summer
in Düsseldorf and Frankfurt Egelsbach. With effect from May 2018, Hahn
season, with the return flight at 16:45 on Sundays.
Air
Lines
will
be
operating
a
weekly
flight
from
Düsseldorf
(DUS)
to
Day
Flight number
Route
Local time
Aircraft type

Friday

HR220

DUS-PMI

1915-2130

Cessna Citation Sovereign

Sunday

HR221

PMI-DUS

1645-1900

Cessna Citation Sovereign

“We’re incredibly proud to be adding another European destination with Palma de Mallorca and thereby offering
our passengers another attractive holiday destination,” said Daniel Rudas, General Manager & COO of Hahn Air
Lines.
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Cabin Crews – More
to “@ ur Service”

In the whole wide world, one industry which is perhaps the most dynamic and glamorously
enticing is of Aviation and the profile of a cabin crew adds yet more challenges to it.
Connecting in depth with the profile what excites more is the insights of the background
story and long lasting amazing facts of it.
• Vedika Sharma
Being just not another ordinary person serving at our end, they are our doctor, a firefighter, a special person who can take care of the passengers like us
at 40000 ft up above the air. Yes, they are the Cabin Crew who is much more to being at our service. Let’s unfurl the wrapped up story of our cabin crew
member who having been doing so much just to make sure that the curve of our happiness stays there in the aircraft as well.

The Selection Procedure:
Many of the young and enthusiastic blood get fascinated with the
lifestyle of airline industry for stepping out their travelling to different
destinations in a short span of time but the procedure to get through is
not an easy one in the profession of the cabin crew world. The cabin
crews are being selected through a rigorous procedure of educational
sessions, professional training sessions and industrial training for
a certain period of time. Although there is no set parameter of
selection of cabin crew as every company has its own set of rules and
regulations which hardly have any difference between them.
Any aspirant who has successfully certified with a 10+2 grade can
apply for the cabin crew profile at distinctive airlines preferably
between the age limit of 18 to 27 years.

REQUIRED CRITERION

Minimum height
of 5ft 2inches
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Swimming
ability from 25
metres to 30
metres

The candidate
must hold a
valid nationality
passport for
international
travels
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Eyesight of 6/6,
Acceptable limit
- +/- 1.5.

Soft and Fluent
Communication
Skills

Diploma Holders
in Cabin Crew
are Preferred
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Pays, Perks and Provided Comforts
To many people, sky is the limit and for these
cabin crew representatives, sky is their second
home. The job of a cabin crew last for many
hours and is not a fixed hour job as sometimes
they travel for more than 8-10 hours which is
a standard time limit for the working person.
However, as per the dynamism of the industry,
the pays, perks and the provided comforts are
also fascinating and the pay scales of cabin crew
are likely high in terms of other people. As per
the sourced data available the stipend provided
during the training period to a cabin crew ranges
from 15-25 thousand per month. And after
successful completion of the training, they are
paid their salary along with allowances which
increases the pay to 30% of what they usually get
after training. However, the better interesting fact
of their salary variation is over their stay up in
the air, thus on the basis of their working hours
and the layovers during their flying is calculated
and then subsequently payment of salary is made.
Talking about the perks then every cabin crew
member get high amount of allowances over the
transits, stays, accommodation, travel and the
medical benefits depending upon the flying hours
of international and domestic flights. Employers
typically arrange hotel accommodations and a
meal allowance.

Challenges….. Being A Cabin Crew
Nature of Job
The most challenging part of a cabin crew's job is that it revolves around
the clock and they have to deal with it. A proportionate balance is the
necessities of the hour with respect to everyday demands of the personal
schedule. A cabin crew has to be jack of all traits from being responsible
for umpteenth number of things ranging from first aid, fighting fires,
emergency handling, service, keeping a calm for unruly passenger and
directing evacuations Cabin crews also needs to be aware about the flight
in every inch of it right from how to attend to a passenger with special
needs, assistance first and phobic passengers to all with their random
needs. The cabin crews are also on the levels of ground, preparing for the
flights, writing reports, and waiting for aircraft to arrive.
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The Roller Coaster Schedules:

Cabin crew often need to work for whole nights and even on the holidays and
weekends as the airlines do not have 9 to 5 job standards which are operational
by Monday to Friday. The airlines operate every day and have overnight flights
as well. However the schedules are always pre planned within the discussions
of airlines and their cabin crew but sometimes in the scenario of emergency
and climatic issues, it may escalates what is always unknown and has a certain
probability not be disappointed over. Though the on-paper shift timing for a
cabin crew is usually about 12 to 14 hours per day but it may vary in the special
and extreme cases like that of an international flight. The Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) has set certain standard of operation in consideration with
the welfare of aviation personnel. Attendants usually fly 75 to 90 hours a month
and generally spend another 50 hours a month.

Customer Relationship Management

The ability to react quickly in the circumstances with the customers/ passengers
is paramount in the career of a cabin crew and the utmost qualification needed
on their end in the airline industry. It is because in the whole wide world
of service industry of airline. It is one among the most highly competitive
industries in the world. All of the airlines provide modern amenities with quality
food and flexible routines of flights schedules to let the crew in best of their
times. The greatest edge an airline may have, can only be over the customer
service they offer. The effective communication skills will help them instruct
passengers on flight safety procedures, their queries and doubt clarifications.

Wandering Emotional Breakdowns:

The job though seems hectic but on the other end, it is hectic and challenging as
well since the cabin crew have to keep outside for multiple number of days and
continuous hectic travel schedule. Roaming and wondering different places is
good but to do that on a regular basis makes it more tiring and brings a sense of
emotional breakdown at times. The cabin crew members are indulged in dealing
with emergency situations and unruly passengers cause them high amount of
distress and discomfort at times. Flight attendants spend many nights away from
home and often sleep in hotel which makes them home sick.

What Lies Next

The role of cabin crew has so many aspects and the façade of its experience is too wide
as they collect a lot of skills during their career. While roaming around different sights
of the world they just not explore the destination but different culture and art & craft
as well which make them aware of many facts and aware them through many pride
heritage. After quitting the job of cabin crew, they can prove to be excellent future
makers while trying their hands on things like Marketing since they know how to please
one and to retain customers. They can opt the profile of trainer in the aviation industry.
Cabin crew members are excellent in problem solving and skills in dealing people is
a no match but also understanding of different cultures is what amazes more. There
are prospects within the airlines of course and becoming a trainer or recruiter, base
supervisor or crew scheduler/administrator. So being a cabin crew for a lifetime is not a
dead end, it is just the beginning of new life if anyone wants to explore in mid way.
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tête-à-tête

the aviation industry insights, it is none other
People Should Ignore Providing
the man himself Mr. Ajay Wadhavan who came on
board with Vedika Sharma, Editor & Publisher, T3FS

Cultural Barriers

Magazine. Mr. Wadhavan cited here in about his
journey that was the proportionate blend of success,
hard work, challenges, motivations and accomplishments from the industry which has seen a journey of being
niche to the most preferred mode of travel.
• Vedika Sharma

VS: More than 3 decades of professional stint, one
vision – only to shine brightest in the sky of success, I
would like you to give us a brief of your journey with
different milestones you reached in life.
AW: I coincidently did work from day one in
Aviation and carried on with Aviation and Trade
related services till date. It really wasn’t planned,
as my goal was to become a Chartered Accountant
for which I also did my B. Com Hons. and later
joined Institute of Chartered Accountants of India
in Delhi. But incidentally very early during that
period I realized that my aptitude wasn’t developing
in practical business. This was the main reason; I
decided to start my career elsewhere, thus joined Pan
American World Airways Sales under able guidance
of Ms. Mala Tandon, who happened to be my first
boss. From there on, I didn’t stop and took challenge
of every kind trying the toughest of related jobs
including Continental Airlines in Saudi Arabia in the
year 1988 then Sales Manager of Start-up carrier Air
Sahara from where I left in 2006, as Sr. GM - Sales
India and Revenue Management. Thereafter took the
charge of JetLite Network Sales and later in 2007, I
joined IndiGo as Associate Vice President – Trade
Sales. Finally got into Air Charter Sales and joined Ez
Charter as Executive Director – Commercial from the
year 2017. The journey was beautiful in International
Airlines as well as Indian Carriers, learnt every aspect
of human management and different working cultures
though team management in different environment
was a great challenge but with grace of God, I could
do it very effectively.
VS: Being one growing industry with challenging
roles and dynamism of its culture, what have been the
major hurdles for you to jump off from?

of Life

Slice

AW: In my entire journey so far, the issue of security
clearance from Jet Airways Chairperson to buy Air
Sahara was the most difficult phase and one major
hurdle to jump off from. Since the entire sale of Air
Sahara was dependent on 9W code and document used
was 9W, the situation was getting more troublesome
and most of the key staff has started leaving Air
Sahara to join different carriers as they were unable
to sustain with the changed policies. In a normal
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situation, any airline would have had simply given
up but with the determination and focus of Mr. Alok
Sharma, President and CEO, we gave more than 100%
to ensure that we are able to rebuild the airline in a
short span and made it saleable once again in one year
of time.
VS: A role being instrumental uplifting the schedule
flight souk to switch to the new role of being
instrumental for uplifting the chartered flight souk,
how different do you foresee the culture and nature of
target audience?
AW: As of now the target audience is much different
being poles apart as both schedule and chartered flight
souk have altogether their own set of clientele since
the chartered customer do take the scheduled flight at
a time but it is very rarely the other way round. The
idea and strong belief is that the Air Charter Market
has enough potential to grow further. People are
being educated on the advantages of convenience and
travelling with their own time and no. of places to be
covered in much more efficiently and in a proficient
manner by spending extra money.
Charters can develop more business and awareness in
these different areas:
1. Inbound Tourists.
2. Celebration – Birthdays in Air, Proposing in Air,
Signing of Deals in Air etc. etc.
3. Domestic and International Luxury Holidays.
4. Business Travel with long itineraries – by
passengers travelling with core teams for different
projects, needing uninterrupted discussions.
5. Holi Tours.

6. Seat Basis convenient travel to different destinations
for holidays or pilgrimage etc.
VS: Life is a now a global competition to face on.
How do you deal with the conditions you feel to be
entangled in to and culture to adapt in to?
AW: Every business model has its own strengths. I
believe the national or international competition is
not a big deal competition if you adapt to changes and
continue believing in your strategies, business policies

Ajay Wadhawan
Executive Director - Commercial
EzCharters
and motivated team to work on.
VS: How do you foresee the changes that have
brought recognition of aviation industry as the
most preferred mode of travel?
AW: Only a good business venture was required in this
arena and it was to happen one day. A mission that
was initiated by Air Deccan and with more proficiently
later followed by Jet Airways, Air Sahara, IndiGo,
and Spice Jet etc. resulted in its success of being most
preferred mode of travel. The growth in air traffic with
almost 20% Y-on-Y is a clear indication of changed
and more acceptable mode of commuting.
VS: What is your mantra of life, you infuse to your
team whenever you find the organizational culture
being it a challenge for their productivity?
AW: Even if the organization culture is hurdle, the
individuals should be made to believe. With every
achievement, their hard work, adaptation of various
new strategies and rightful focus and ultimately the
bottom line are the keys in making them stronger for
future and much better professionals. They should just
ignore the cultural barriers.

VS:You believe in taking risk or plan beforehand.

Oberoi, Mr. Manish Malhotra.

AW: A proportionate blend of both.

VS: Which type of novels you love?

VS: Your high points.

AW: Nature driven like of Thomas Hardy.

AW: Determination, Focus and Hard Work.

VS: A movie that motivates you:

VS: Your low points.

AW: Tare Zameen Par.

AW: Limited ambitions.

VS: How you spendyour day on day off:

VS: Favorite trade/hospitality/fashion industry leader:

AW:: Lazing around, shopping and cooking.

AW: Vishal Agarwal (Pushpak Air Travels), Mr. Bikki
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FAMILY ROYALTY time
time is the

• Richa Tiwari

“If it’s the time spent with FAMILY… then every second spent is WORTH the LIFE….”
Keeping the belief on this thought at the highest altitude, let’s make this summer season Vacations
lasts for a lifetime by taking the family in the most exalted and luxurious curetted resorts of nation.
In any year the most awaited stint of life is the time invested spending with family as every second counts as worth the
life. So, experience the landscapes, picturesque locations with the best of royal comforts at your favorite destination
accommodating in one of sumptuous options of resorts across nation. All your life you work hard not only for your content but
also for the smile on the face of ones you love so why not take them to one royal resort experience as we have coupled some of
the premium luxury resorts featuring their resort story and highlighting its USPs, summer seasons offers, facilitated activities,
success stories and the off-beat reason to pack the bag and leave.

Dwell In Verve of Nature With Kumarakom Lake
Resort

Sanjay Verma, Resident Manager, Kumarakom Lake Resorts
speaks on the plans, activities, USPs and themes of their Resorts
as why it is an ideal destination to take the family for vacations.

Sanjay Verma
Resident Manager
Kumarakom Lake Resort
(The Paul Resorts & Hotels)

Providing us an insight on the Kumarakom
Lake Resort brand and its upcoming season’s
plan for this summer vacations, he said, “The
Kumarakom Lake Resort is the flag ship
property of The Paul Resorts & Hotels Pvt
Ltd. We are a fast growing chain of Resorts
and hotels with presence in Bangalore as
'The Paul Bangalore'. This summer we start
with our new boutique hotel in Fort Koch
by the name “Forte Kochi”. This will give
our guests to experience our services in Fort
Kochi before moving in to our resort on the
backwaters. We try to gives the guest the best
experience inculcating maximum local flavors
in terms of the architecture of the hotel and
rooms, the food and the service." Highlighting
on the trends and parallel activities, brand is
going to outfit along with accommodation
to the guests, he said, “In order to give the
guests the best backwater experience, we are
aggressively promoting water based activities
for the summer like canoe rides through
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canals with natural canopies." Shedding some
lights on the USPs or themes of their resort,
he cited, “Our resort opened its doors in the
year 2000. The resort is built in lines with the
old Kerala traditional architecture.104 old
houses which were for sale were bought and
the materials were used to do up the rooms
The door frames, the doors and the locks are
all from these old house along with the wood
Panel walls. The Ettukettu, the main restaurant
and the Ayurmana, The Ayurveda Centre are
originally 200 to 250 years old structures.
The resort has the maximum frontage view
towards the lake. Each of our rooms have got
a water body attached to them right from a
210 m long meandering pool to individual
rooms with plunge pools and Jacuzzis" In the
context of this summer season, offers what
resort would be bouncing on which are offbeat,
he highlighted, “Each of our rooms have got
a water body attached with the infinity pool
is a popular area
where guest spend
a lot of time. We
plan to operate
special counters
serving summer
cooler, mocktails
, ice creams etc
by the main pool.
We will be having
speedboat and
banana boat rides
through the lake.
Marking over,
in context to the
variant of foot
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fall you get in through your brand, he said,
“Mostly, we receive footfalls of couple and
family who come up here as leisure travelers
and in the business travelers we do organize
MICE and corporate recreation." Telling us
about success story of the resort for the year
2017-18, he proudly told us, “In the quest for
protecting the environment and reducing plastic
The Kumarakom Lake resort started with its
own RO bottling unit to provide safe drinking
water in glass bottles to all the guest rooms. We
also won the State Pollution Control Award.”
T3FS Magazine connects the dots between
tourism, hospitality and lifestyle markets, he
graced his few words of encouragement and
heartfelt messages, he said, "T3FS is a perfect
blend of the latest trends & information in the
field of luxury, travels and hospitality. The
T3FS has done a commendable job to position
for them as a single touch point.”
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The Haven Abode

Radisson Blu Udaipur

Piyush Kapoor, General Manager, Radisson Blu Udaipur Spa & Resort
speaks on the plans, activities, USPs and themes of their Resorts as why
it is an ideal destination to take the family for vacations.
Citing an insight on the brand and its upcoming
season’s plan for this summer vacations. He said,
“Radisson Blu Udaipur Palace is a refuge of
elegance, enveloped in panoramic, breathtaking
views of the iconic Fatehsagar Lake and Aravalli
Hills. As the summer heat sets in the city of
lakes - Udaipur, we’ve got a treat for everyone.
Each year spectacular deals are initiated to
unravel the perfect recipe for a perfect family
holiday. Whether guests prefer to beat the heat
by quenching a chilled cocktail at H2O Pool
Side Bar or indulging in to sumptuous food by
the Lake, the fascinating summer deals and food
festivals will no doubt appeal to guests keen to
save but still enjoy every bit of luxury and an
impeccable hospitality." Whereas highlighting
on the trends and parallel activities your brand is
going to outfit along with accommodation to the
guests, he focused, “The palace offers a double
deck swimming pool and an extensive selection
of sports activities and entertainment programs.
During the day guests can surrender themselves
to the diverse activity options from Camel Ride
to Pottery and Outdoor Games like Tennis,
Cricket etc. It is a delight to watch mesmerizing
Rajasthani Folk Dance performance and Puppet
Show at Udaichowk Garden as the sun sets.
Whether one prefers to explore on their own
or enjoy the view in chauffer driven comfort,
our concierge team is always there to tailor
an itinerary to suit your preferences. Special
arrangements for a private candle light dinner
with loved one by the Pool Side or a Boat Ride
in the city can be arranged as well on request."
Alike this, Shedding some lights on the USPs
and one thing that makes it indifferent and
afresh in context to other competing brands, he
enlightened T3FS that Radisson Blu Palace has
the highest room inventory in the city with 244
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keys, also prides itself in offering 4 indoor and
4 outdoor venues. Owing to the proximity of the
Palace, it has now become an award winning
MICE & Wedding Destination not just in India
but also Gulf, Middle East, UK etc. He also said,
“The royal butler services and suites are a haven
of refined elegance at the Palace. Breathtaking
views from the rooms and banquets edges
you and reflect the ever changing composition
of picturesque scenery. We curate cuisines
from the desired place of origin, as per guests
discerning palate. Our talented culinary team
works closely with each family to stay faithful
to their taste. With world renowned treatments
designed for beautification of the face, hair and
body, Rejuvenate Spa will transform your visit
into a luxurious and personal escape.” In the
context of this summer season, bounced up on
the offers which are offbeat, marking the best
of your amenities and facilities he said, “Palace
showcases many of the region’s traditional
crafts including extensive use of marble carving;
elaborate brass doors, hand painted wall murals
and the art of intricate structures that were
once patronized by the Rajput rulers. Featuring
splendid room décor, Classical Indian inspired
interiors, including complimentary high speed
internet, our rooms speak of authentic style
and convenience. Rooms afford refreshing
views of the Aravalli Mountains, Iconic Fateh
Sagar Lake, Sajjangarh and Pool/Garden Area.
We have 5 restaurants where guests can relish
delicious multi-cuisine food like Pan Asian,
Global Cuisine, Rajasthani, Organic Street
Food and a lot more. Wide range of therapies
at Rejuvinnate Spa will relax and revitalize
the mind, body and spirit. Guests can opt for
International Therapies or Ayurveda Treatments
that are designed to nourish your skin.” Marking

over in context
to the variant of
foot fall you get
Piyush Kapoor
in through the
General Manager
brand, the hotel Radisson Blu Udaipur Resort & Spa
experiences all
sort of travelers
be it Family, Couple, Youngsters, Honeymoon
Couple, Corporate Recreations and MICE."
Every new chapter has erudition, lessons and
milestones to write the book of life, similarly
talking over the success story of Radisson
Udaipur, Piyush said, “ Being the General
Manager, I am greatly honored to say that the
team here has converted into a family; and we
are all working on a common goal – To fill the
earth with the light and warmth of hospitality
–by delivering exceptional experiences to every
guest, every time.” He further added, “We aim
to create heartfelt experiences for all our guests,
meaningful opportunities for team members
and high value for respected owners. The
brainstorming sessions, the candid and ferocious
discussions, sometimes at odd hours ultimately
result into fruitful decisions which pay off well
when you’re honored with multiple awards
and recognition in India as well as overseas.
After hosting Bollywood star studded weddings
like Neil Nitin Mukesh and Harun Kazi, I am
looking forward to gain global exposure to
reach out to the Hollywood industry as well
because why not?" Passing on his message to the
readers, he said, “I believe that we are all made
of something – People, places and passion help
shape us into ho we are where are from defines
us. My greatest delight is to effectuate challenge
that people rate 8+ on ricter magnitude."
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Guzzle In Signature Experience of JW Marriott
Mussoorie

Chitra Awasthi, Director of Sales and Marketing, JW Marriott
Mussoorie Walnut Grove Resort and Spaspeaks on the plans,
activities, USPs and themes of their Resorts as why it is an ideal
destination to take the family for vacations.

Chitra Awasthi
Director of Sales & Marketing
JW Marriott Mussoorie Walnut Grove
Resort

Providing an insight on the hotel and plans for
the upcoming summer vacations, she explained,
“Spread across a sprawling 6 acres, the JW
Marriott Mussoorie Walnut Grove and Spa is
located at the heart of the majestic Garhwal
Himalayas. The hotel offers 115 luxurious
rooms, which include 10 suites with attached
balconies where guests can soak in the fresh
mountain air. The resort is fully equipped
with five different F&B venues each serving
a variety of culinary treats, a fitness centre,
an indoor heated swimming pool, gaming
consoles, a billiards room and bowling alley
for families have to fun together.” Speaking
on the delights that will off beat this vacation
seasons she quoted, “Guests can start their day
with an unforgettable gourmet experience by
the stream, tucked between a valley. At this
stream a delectable breakfast, including
traditional Indian dishes and some continental
preparations, are laid out. Dipping their feet
in the calm water flowing by and enjoying the
breathtaking view of the jungle and Kempty
Fall, guests will have wonderful memories
of this unique breakfast experience."
Whereas shedding lights on the USPs of
JW Marriott, she focused over their Organic
Farms and told us, “To enjoy custom-made
dining options, JW Marriott Mussoorie
Walnut Grove Resort and Spa offer its very
own exclusive signature experiences at JW
Farms. Handcrafted menus by the in-house
Chefs complemented with international
beverages and a picturesque table setting
which overlooks the Garhwal range, the hotel
promises guests an extraordinary meal.” The
brand is also targeting for nature conservation
to which they have come up with the The
Green House concept. Highlighting on this,
she said, “Guests can experience a natural
and calming green effect in the Green House
where they can dine surrounded by exotic
flora, beneath the sunshine cascading through
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the glass rooftop. Also she added one
delight and said, “The hotel is committed
towards the community and has adopted
Senji, an old village, near to the hotel.
The hotels supports the villagers in their
day-to-day work and have been taking
guests to the village for locale lifestyle
and culinary experience.” Talking about
trends she foresee this season/ year that
she wish to capitalize on, she believes,
“Destination weddings in the hills
have become a big trend. Mussoorie
is a splendid place for an out-of-thebox wedding. The hill station is very
picturesque with vintage architecture that
is great for a pre-wedding photoshoot
and wedding functions. The alluring
surroundings make sure that ceremonies
become nothing less than heavenly. At
JW Marriott Mussoorie Walnut Grove
Resort and Spa we offer a number
of services and facilities as well as
assistance with planning the entire
wedding." Focusing over the genre of
traveller generally stays at the hotel, she
said, “As a resort destination, we cater
to a mix of including families, couples,
youngsters and corporate groups. We
have created multiple packages so guests
can opt for specialized itineraries and
enjoy experiences that suit them best."
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Escape Ecstasy With Golden Tulip Goa
Pankaj Dubey, General Manager, Golden Tulip Grand View
Resort, Candolim-Goa speaks on the plans, activities, USPs and
themes of their Resorts as why it is an ideal destination to take
the family for vacations.
Highlighting over the insight on his brand,
he told T3FS, “Golden Tulip Grand View
Resort Goa has been a family oriented leisure
destination Resort from the beginning. I do
believe that every Guest is different and so are
their expectations levels, and that we cannot
generalize activities and expect it to have the
same effects on all of them. Similarly, one can
have a world class activity within the Resort,
but that does not guarantee that it will create
and carry the same levels of value for all guests.
Hence we have to tailor make each activity
for each guest separately to suit their needs.
And this is where my team concentrates. But
of course, there is infrastructure limitations
also involved here, which determine which
levels we can go to, to create unique guest
experiences. These summer vacations, we are
set out to do the same for our guests. Instead
of tailor making packages, we will tailor
make experiences for guests." Talking
about the upcoming summer season,
he highlighted, “Goa has a destination
charm attached to it, and this certainly
helps hotels like us to pitch in our name
alongside the charm. We will continue
to highlight all that Goa is famous for,
its varied cuisines with special focus on
Goan and Coastal Food, its nightlife,
its sports activities, its religious and
historical monuments and other places of
interest, its festivals, its art and cultural
shows and activities, its music and
entertainments festivals and of course its
beaches." Talking about what makes it
indifferent and afresh in context to other
competing brands, he told us “While
concentrating on the aspects of a good
service delivery i.e..great food, clean,
hygienic and noise free rooms apart from
a comfortable bed to ensure a good night
sleep, we like to tailor make experiences
for each guest, with the belief that each
guest is different and requires to be
treated differently. While every other
hotel concentrates on making run of the
mill tailor made packages for guests, we
like to tailor make experiences for our
guests. This is where we stand apart.
This combined with high level of service
delivery gives a personal touch and creates a
memorable experience for our guests. And of
course, being a part of one of the largest hotel
chains of the world (Louvre Hotels), it certainly
helps guests in closing in on us by knowing the
kind of infrastructure and facilities to expect
while booking." Talking about the bouncing
offbeat offers for this summer vacation, he
mentioned, “Earlier, we would be planning
tailor made experiences for guests, depending
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on the time and interests that they can spare
while in Goa. Each of them have different likes
and interests, and we would like to concentrate
on these aspects rather than offering run of the
mill pre planned itineraries to them. In terms
of facilities and amenities, we are a full service
4 star Resort with a proven record of delivering
high quality of service and standard at all
times.” Talking about the traveler segment, they
get to host Pankaj told T3FS, “Our brand helps
us capture the movements of some specific
markets of Leisure and Corporate in Goa. Be it
MICE movements or guests who come through
our worldwide loyalty programs." Discussing
about success story of his resort for the year
2017-18, he said, “The Resort completed 5
years this year and continues to grow, both in
its infrastructure and its offerings year on year.
We have started work for the second phase of
expansion this year, where we add a new block

on to the existing Resort and thereby adding
on more rooms and suites, a new Spa, a new
activity center, a new Gym, a new parallel pool,
2 new banquet halls etc amongst other facilities.
On a service front, we continued to maintain
our the high levels of service delivery and
have been also been fortunate to be recognized
for it by receiving the Go Ibibo - Travelers
Review Award 2017, apart from the winning
the Best Mid Market Hotel award at the India

Pankaj Dubey
General Manager
Golden Tulip Grand View Resort
Candolim, Goa

Hospitality Awards 2017 forum. We continued
to get lot of repeat guests this time around as
well. In fact it has earned a very prestigious
award in 2016 at the World Luxury Hotel
Awards – Best Family All Inclusive Resort –
India." T3FS being the bridge between resort
and readers, he surpassed his message as,
“Hotels nowadays are also about exuberating

lifestyles that everyone yearns to live in, and
T3FS magazine helps readers getting to see
the best of the worlds together in this regard.
Kudos to the entire team at the magazine, as
you all put together an interesting, intuitive,
informative and exciting magazine every month
for everyone. There is something in it for
everyone to read and enjoy!”
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One Stop Holistic Destination “Leonia”
Prawesh Kumar Das, General Manager - Operation, The Leonia
Holistic Destination, speaks on the plans, activities, USPs and themes
of their Resort as why it is an ideal destination to take the
family for vacations.
Providing us an insight on the resort and
its upcoming season’s plan for this summer
vacations, he said, “With Leonia having
such encompassing facilities, we are an ideal
destination for summer camps and hence
are reaching out to various institutions that
organise summer camps. Our vast green acres;
playgrounds; array of activities including
fun rides and Splash waterpark, which
are suited to a varied range of age groups,
will be some of the key factors to promote
our property as a summer destination. The
picturesque landscape of Leonia is expected
to add to imagination of the young minds
and provoke creative thoughts. We have a
variety of restaurants which cater to cravings
of kids as well as adults. In addition to this,
we have floated summer special day-outing
packages at Leonia starting from Rs 499
which includes access to selected indoor and
outdoor games; rain-dance with DJ and entry
to Splash waterpark." Highlighting over the
trends and parallel activities of the brand which
is going to outfit along with accommodation
to the guests. he further said, "We have
recently launched one of the most exciting
activities in the country at our property,
i.e., India’s tallest fixed crane Bungee Jump
from 200 feet. Our guests have already been
raving about this experience. We have also
contracted a collaboration with Hyderabad’s
best adventure park - District Gravity which is
located right beside Leonia. District Gravity
boasts of activities like Karting, Paintball,
Zipline, Human Slingshot, Giant Swing,
Rope Course, Multi-Activity Tower and many
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more. Our guests will have the benefit of
utilizing the adventure park through exclusive
packages. This will result in more adventure
enthusiasts, families and youngsters coming
to the property. The activities and packages
are also ideal for corporate teams and the
MICE segment in a larger perspective which
will result in more wholesome experiences
for everyone at Leonia." Shedding some
lights on the USPs or themes of the resort
brand and emphasizing over one thing that
makes it indifferent and afresh in context to
other competing brands, he said, “Leonia
was established as a holistic destination and
not just a resort or a hotel. All our services
and facilities have been inclined towards this
concept. We have strived to provide unique
and fully integrated leisure experiences
comprising hotels and villa resorts, a 300,000
Sq Ft International convention and sporting
facility with a capacity of over 6000 guests,
indoor and outdoor banqueting venues, an
award winning Wellness Spa and Medi Center
offering over 200 experiences, unique outdoor
soft adventure experiences, restaurants &
night clubs, theatres for movie experience and
conventions. Leonia is a one-stop destination in
every context." In the context of this summer
season, what offers would you be bouncing on
which are offbeat, "With the summer season
in mind, we are evidently focusing on our
aqua attractions. We are promoting Splash
waterpark which is characterised with Rain
Dance, DJ Music, Slides for kids & adults
to offer a perfect day-outing experience.
The pool is equipped to accommodate 600
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Prawesh Kumar Das
General Manager - Operations
The Leonia Holistic Destination

people at a time. We also have Flowrider
which is India’s first surfing ridge with wave
technology that offers water surfing and
skateboarding. Considered as a fancy water
sport, one has to slide down into the curl of
the wave on a wake board to enjoy it. Our
guests keep coming back for this activity
alone. We are also offering summer packages
at our wellness centre for people to bet the
heat and rejuvenate." In context to the variant
of footfall, the hotel brand gets in through
maximum, the general manager, mentioned,
“As I mentioned earlier, Leonia is a complete
holistic destination thus our guest demographic
is spread across segments. We have curated
experiences which accommodates interests and
inclinations of families as well as individual
travellers. Our day-outing packages are a
major attraction amongst youngsters, families
and corporates. We have suites, themed
restaurants and provisions for candle lit dinners
in nature which me us an ideal romantic
getaway. Our opulent venues of varied scale
along with a dedicated team have established
us as a preferred wedding destination. Our
award winning MICE facilities cater to the
ever changing needs of the corporate world
providing a gamut of service along with high
integrated tech. Hence our approach is always
multi-dimensional towards all segments given
the magnanimity of our property." Whereas
talking about the success story of the resort,
he said, “the hotel has got acclaims quite high
and has been one favorite choice people who is
why it has been awarded with the certificate of
excellence by India’s premium hotel booking
site.” Passing his message to the readers, he
said, “Recharge your mind with a brisk walk
through acres of lush greenery, listening to
a symphony conducted by birds. Soak in the
crystal waters of our pool or get active with
extreme adventure sports facilities in the resort
and beyond, or indulge in a morning of golf
with our mini-putting greens.”
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The Arcade of Happiness in Luxury....Le Meridien
Goa, Calangute
Soumodeep Bhattacharya, Director of Sales and Marketing, Le
Meridien Goa, Calangute speaks on the plans, activities, USPs
and themes of their Resorts as why it is an ideal destination to
take the family for vacations.
Providing an insight on the hotel and plans for the upcoming summer
vacations with detailing the USPs / themes that the hotel is planning
this summer - something different and afresh, he said, “Le Meridien
Goa, Calangute is located in the bustling Calangute-Candolim belt in
close proximity to popular beaches, major tourist attractions, shopping
and entertainment arcades making it a perfect getaway for families.
The hotel has been designed keeping in mind the needs of families,
the curated experiences and
facilities are certain to enhance
family holidays. Family Studio
Rooms are spread over 48
sq.mt featuring the signature
Le Meridien Discovery Bed, a
circular day bed that ideal for
kids and the room is equipped
with special amenities and games
to make your stay more fun and
memorable. Le Meridien Family
Kids Club, the recreation space
spread over 3000 sq.ft.featuring
a gaming arcade, activity section
and a dedicated section for
toddlers. The recreation team
organizes activities that will
ignite creativity and imagination
among the kids. This facility
is complimentary for guests
staying at the hotel. Library Lounge is ideal for those looking for a quite
respite. Featuring over 1000 books from across genres and is a delight
for kids and adults. Swimming Pool – One can take a dip in the pool
or unwind in the sunken beds and bask in the sun." Talking about the
special offers/ packages that are being introduced taking summers into
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consideration, Soumodeep
said, “This summer, the
hotel is organizing a fun and
creative summer camp to
keep the kids entertained. For
those with a creative bent of
mind, the hotel’s collaboration

Soumodeep Bhattacharya
Director of Sales and Marketing
Le Meridien Goa, Calangute

with Museum of Goa (India’s largest
Private Museum) that offers an insight into
the Goa’s rich art heritage. The concierge
team expertly plans tours and trails so that
families can explore and discover North
Goa’s best-kept secrets. Listing out the
amenities and facilities that best suited
for summer; he marked for the Library
Lounge, Le Meridien Family Kids Club,
Swimming Pool and Plunge – Pool Bar."
While highlighting over trends he foresee
this season and wishes to capitalize, he feels,
“Today families seek immersive experiences
and at Le Meridien Goa, Calangute we are
committed to helping our guests unlock
authentic local experiences. From organizing
heritage walks, art tours and culinary trails we give our guests a slice of
local life.” Citing the type of traveler generally stays at your hotel (family,
couples, youngsters, corporate, he preferred, “Owing to our location, we
are a preferred choice for family travellers, couples and the youngsters.”
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To Infinite Bliss.....in the Lap of Nature with Infinity
Group of Resorts
Raajan Anand, General Manager, Infinity Group of Resorts speaks on
the plans, activities, USPs and themes of their Resorts as why it is an
ideal destination to take the family for vacations.
Highlighting over the insight on his brand,
he told T3FS, “Infinity Resorts first started
in Corbett in 1991 with our first "Africanstyle” wildlife resort offering our guests the
opportunity to enjoy what Indian wildlife can
offer in a luxurious manner. Subsequently
“Conservation Corporation of India Pvt. Ltd”
(CCIPL) was established with the brand name
“Infinity Resorts” after the expansions. Today,
Infinity Resorts has its presence in world
renowned Tiger Reserves such as Corbett
(Uttarakhand), Kaziranga (Assam), Kanha
and Bandhavgarh (Madhya Pradesh) and at
the famous Rann of Kutch (Gujarat).” Talking
about the upcoming summer season, the resort
has planned to welcome the individual &
group families who love to travel to wilderness
areas for adventure and nature. They have also
included various adventurous activities for
kids as well as for adults. We interact with our
guests, allow participation of our guests in TCF
programs, and organize lively wildlife film
shows, slide shows, village walks. Whereas
shedding lights on the trends and parallel
activities of the resort, he said, “Our guests are
usually all gung-ho and want to be actively
involved into various activities like jeep
safaris, trekking, nature trails, river excursions,
adventurous sports such as mountain climbing,
rappelling, slithering. The activities also
include jungle safaris, elephant rides, different
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outdoor activities like pool games, treasure
hunts, camping, indoor and outdoor games,
visit to the museum and the waterfalls."
Concentrating over family travellers, he said,
“We have different activities like indoor games,
movie shows, wildlife classes and wildlife
interactive sessions. We also offer the guest
to get involved in community services and
environment activities with the help of our
Corbett Foundation. Kids are taught the 3R’s REDUCE, REUSE AND RECYCLE and sign a
pledge to Protect our Mother Earth.”
Throwing some lights on the USPs or themes
of your resort brand, he told us, “With over
27 years in this business, we are proud to
say that we are the pioneer and trail blazer
in this business sector. Our combined USP
had helped us nurture a group of serious
wildlife aficionados who want their creature
comforts while on a nature-centric holiday. We
welcome everyone to be part of our endeavours
to appreciate, protect and contribute to
preserving our Indian heritage.” Talking about
the bouncing offbeat offers for this summer
vacation, he highlighted on best of the resorts’
facilities like all of their resorts are designed
to blend in with the natural surroundings. He
said, “Our specialty is to offer adventurous and
close-to-nature kind of experiential holiday.
Our resorts are built in wilderness areas and
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surrounded
by the forest
areas. We
currently are
emphasizing
on riders,
Raajan Anand
General Manager, Sales & Marketing
bikers and
Infinity Resortts
offering
different
packages for
"off road" surprises.” Also he cited that they
have foot fall of all traveler variants but mostly
they get to host FAMILY travelers whereas
they also have bookings from Couple during
summers, Youngsters for group adventurous
activities, Honeymoon Couple during winters
whereas Corporate Recreations also do a
lot of Corporate groups, training programs,
conferences." Discussing about success
story of the resort for the year 2017-18, he
exclaimed with joy, “We won 2 awards in
2017-18, one of them is when our Chairman,
Mr Dilip Khatau, The Corbett Foundation &
Chairman, Conservation Cooperation of India
joined the Gallery of Legends at the East India
Travel Awards organized by DDPL. Wildlife
conservation has played an important role in
the fourth-generation businessman’s career as
he expanded his chain of properties to worldrenown tiger reserves such as, Bandhavgarh,
Kanha, Corbett and Kaziranga, and the famous
Rann of Kutch. In appreciation of
his contribution, he was a former
member of the National Board for
Wildlife which is an apex advisory
body under the Prime Minister. They
also won in categories of wildlife
conservation resorts from premium
traveler magazines." Lastly
passing on his message with special
emphasis on conserving nature, he
said, “My thoughts are that India
has so much to offer to domestic as
well as foreign tourists. Domestic
tourism has grown exponentially,
but we have still plenty to catch up
when attracting foreign tourists.
We need better infrastructure, more
Hospitality Institutions which can
train and churn out young people to
work in this industry, and also better
government or quasi-government
organisations to promote India as
a tourist hub. All must contribute
to growth, employment and much
needed development besides earning
foreign exchange for the country."
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Armani Hotel Dubai the ‘Stylish Luxury Hotel’ of Africa & Middle East
Armani Hotel Dubai was chosen as the ‘Stylish Luxury Hotel’ for the
immaculate standards it has set in designing excellence as well as for the
elevating hotel industry service standards by introducing of ‘Lifestyle
Managers’ to let it be lifetime memory for each of the guests who step
in the hotel. World’s Leading Design Hotel’ and ‘Dubai’s Best Spa
Hotel’ and ‘Best Overseas Hotel’ are the more stars to its glorious sky.
Celebrating its ‘Stay with Armani’ philosophy, where every guest is
considered as a personal guest of fashion legend Giorgio Armani, has
made it a preferred destination for connoisseurs of fine taste.
Mark Kirby, General Manager, Armani Hotel Dubai, said: “We have
received a number of industry recognitions highlighting the professional
standards we have set in the industry. To be recognised by our peers and
hospitality professionals is a true honour that marks the real value that we
offer our guests. The Stylish Luxury Hotel adds to our awards, which will

further contribute to making us the first choice for discerning travellers.”

AccorHotels Showcase 2018

Over 1,200 delegates attended the largest international Showcase event
organised by the AccorHotels group witnessing participation from 35 hotels &
resorts from its global network. With the risen heat of outbound and inbound
travel from and to India has been on the rise, AccorHotels Showcase 2018
witnessed the global networking Indian and international hotels & resorts. The
showcase proved to be an ideal platform for the interaction and discussions
on the prospects from brands like Raffles Dubai and Saudi Arabia, RIXOS
Turkey, Fairmont Ajman, SO Sofitel Bangkok Singapore, Novotel Amsterdam
City and Novotel Amsterdam Schiphol Airport, Pullman Paris Eiffel Tower,
Swissôtel The Bosphorus Istanbul, Fairmont Dubai and more. The customers
discovered the group’s newest offerings and met with hotel representatives
From left to right: Left to Right - Jean-Michel Cassé, Chief Operations Office, India and
from across the region. The event concluded with a fun evening of music and
South Asia, Kerry Healy - Vice President of Sales - Asia Pacific and Michael Parsons dance, entertaining guests over a selection of finest F&B options, bringing the
Vice President Marketing & Strategic Relationships, Asia Pacific, AccorHotels
AccorHotels Showcase to an exciting finish.
"This annual AccorHotels Showcase gives an opportunity for our attendees to
engage with AccorHotels representatives from around the world to see how best we can work together given the opportunities in the market. Moreover,
it is overwhelming to see how the AccorHotels’ brands have been accepted positively, especially our luxury brands – Raffles, Fairmont and RIXOS
overall and the Fairmont and RIXOS for weddings.” said Arif Patel, Vice President Sales, Marketing, Distribution & Loyalty AccorHotels

Vida Za’abeel – All New Upscale Lifestyle By Emaar Group
Brand Vida Hotels & Resorts unveils its potential project Vida Za’abeel under
a joint venture of Emaar & the Meraas. Vida Hotels and Resorts sets centrally
in Zabeel, the new Vida Za’abeel, a mega-development by Emaar as a joint
venture with Meraas. The hotel venture is a mixed-use development in the heart
of Dubai, overlooking the Zabeel Park, it features in itself world-class residences,
commercial offices, hotels and leisure attraction providing direct views of the
Dubai Frame, the iconic new attraction in the city, and a 360-degree vistas of the
city including its famed landmarks, Burj Khalifa Vida Hotels and Resorts will
operate the hotel and serviced residences, bringing its brand essence of warmth,
simplicity and creativity in design-led spaces. Olivier Harnisch, Chief Executive
Officer of Emaar Hospitality Group, said: “Vida Za’abeel is a significant
addition to our portfolio of hotel projects that stands out for its central location
and spectacular views of the city’s landmarks. With its focus on convenience,
creativity and connectivity, Vida Za’abeel will add to the choice of hotel guests and discerning customers who are seeking a vibrant and social hub were
inspiring minds can create and connect.”

1589 Hotels added 16 New Hotels & Resorts
With 16 Hotels & Resorts1589 Hotels group has come with an added 828 rooms in an aggressive growth year
for 1589 Hotels at destinations of Greater Noida, Vridavan, Udaipur, Bhopal, Alwar, JimCorbett, Bhavnagar,
Mirzapur, Ambaji, Jaipur , Goa, Dalhousie, Dharamshala.
Pankaj Giroti, CHA – VP Development & PR, states, “Team together have been able to add on 16 Hotels &
Resorts to their Multi Brand Portfolio increasing the room count by 828 Rooms, 1589 Hotels now commands a
total inventory of 1710 rooms between 36 Operational Properties and 9 under Project stage.” He further added.
“Our Target for April 2018 – March 2019 is to add on 24 Hotels / Resorts to our kitty under Owner Ship
Module, Management Contract Module, and Revenue Share & MG Modules.”
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Austin Becomes the Next Move for Fairmont Hotels & Resorts
Fairmont Hotels & Resorts hits the galleria of Austin with its second
largest hotel & resort in the world. The highly anticipated hotel boasts
1,048 richly appointed guestrooms, five
exclusive theme based restaurants and bars
with the largest outdoor pool and full service
spa in Downtown Austin. The hotel property
has a direct access to the Austin Convention
Center via the Red River Canopy Walk, a 170foot tall architectural spire that is illuminated
in the evenings, making the building visible
from throughout Central Texas. Each of the
hotel’s guestrooms and suites offer spectacular
views and feature cool shades of blue, bright
white and honey beige inspired by the Texas Hill Country landscape. Few
of the rooms offer private check-in and checkout; complimentary deluxe
breakfast and evening hour’s d’oeuvres in the Gold lounge. Rules & Regs

overlooks Austin’s cityscape providing libations day or night. Fulton pays
homage to the musically buzzed streets of Austin with live music, local
wine, beer and spirits in a relaxed dining
scene with creative shared plates.
“A strategic opening for AccorHotels,
Fairmont Austin is the first in a series of
high-profile luxury developments marking
a time of significant growth for the Group
wwwwww“Fairmont Austin will give the city
the opportunity to host larger conferences
and conventions, bringing more tourists and
business travelers to the city, and employing
more than 900 staff, continuing to bolster the
Austin economy.” said Kevin Frid, Chief Operating Officer, North &
Central America, AccorHotels.

Radisson Blu Plaza Delhi Airport Celebrates its 20th Centenary
Radisson Blu Plaza Delhi Airport completes its 20th ravishing years of
serving Delhi and Delhi travellers being aimed in delivering high end
services. The flagship brand of Radisson
Group, Radisson Blu Plaza Delhi Airport
proudly celebrates its 20th year for being at
the end of delivering excellence and great
hospitality to the people that land up here,
the Radisson Blu Plaza brand’s innovative
design, Yes I Can! ethos, range of products
and exceptional service has always been a
reason for its empowered guests experiences
that has been truly unique in its own way.
This has its own unique concept to be
celebrated including Neung Roi the authentic Thai restaurant, the series
of more than 450 varieties of kebabs at the Great Kabab Factory, NYC,
the all-day dining multi-cuisine restaurant; Savannah Bar for relaxed

evenings, R-The Lounge for social and corporate meetings and The
Orb, a perfect party place for millennials. R The Spa is the first spa to be
awarded with the NABH accreditation.The
offers a complete wellness experience of
rejuvenation, relaxation and replenishment
with best of righ blend of choice of messages
of Asian traditions and European therapies..
It is also the perfect destination to celebrate
the joy of love, compassion and togetherness
in a lavish spreads and unerring eye with the
banquet spaces Crystal and Ebony where
every exquisite décor. The banquets serve up
to 1,000 guests at a time. The third level is
about replenishment, offered by the stunning beauty, grooming and styling
studio.

A Tribute to Boutique Hotel – TRES RARE
With the participation of select 100 Indian
Destination Management Companies and
30 Foreign Operators from UK, US, France,
Germany, and Italy, maiden edition of Tres
RARE - a 2 day showcase of the RARE
group concluded successfully at The Roseate
Resort, New Delhi. The 2-days event which
envisaged to engage with the bespoke tour
operators and media from India and overseas
aiming at intensive one-on-one engagement,
knowledge building, and innovations. Some

of the hotels which participated at Tres
Rare were RAAS Jodhpur in Rajasthan,
Bhainsrorgarh Fort, Rajasthan, Hotel Druk,
Bhutan, Pepper Trail, Kerela, Tiger Mountain
Pokhara Lodge, Nepal, Deccan Odyssey and
many more Close interactions with the hotel
owners and hosts, followed by eleven hosted
familiarization trip across India, the event
promised to be one of the most intensive and
engaging travel shows in the sub-continent.

The Maslow: A New Concept of Hospitality by Sun International
The Sun International group unveils the most intuitively designed Maslow
at Times Square, South Africa With an inspiration in the conceptual
designs and ambience of the hotel property
by the psychologist, Abraham Maslow and
his well-known hierarchy of needs, Sun
International group launched in March 2018,
The Maslow at Time Square, is a complete
new concept in hospitality industry. Being
the first ever for South Africa, this 238-room
specialist business hotel offers multi-level
accommodation options – from standard to
premium – all under one roof in its 17-storey
hotel that is packed with state-of-the-art
facilities and technology to delight and satisfy
every business executive.
The hotel provides the guests with everything they need starting from
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its premium facilities, advanced technology and unbeatable intelligence
right in front and at their fingertips. All the senses have been catered for,
offering everything from business to leisure,
with tempting eateries, a relaxing business
lounge and 13 bespoke conference rooms.
The Maslow hotel adjoins the vibrant Time
Square – a technologically advanced precinct
that is home to one of the continent’s biggest
casinos, and 18 bars and restaurants run by
an eclectic ensemble of South African and
international personalities.
“Our hotel offers superior guest amenities and
services which are non-intrusive and tailormade for the individual. That’s because we
understand that everyone’s needs are different,” says Brett Hoppé, General
Manager at Time Square.
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Love Lock

The Novel Chronicles of Love
• Richa Tiwari

What is love??? Is it an infatuation
or attraction or commitment?
The answering shot is love is an
eternal bond. A bond that unfurls
incidentally with a spark in two
hearts keeping the relationship
intact as one but the question of
hour is what is letting the aroma of
this beautiful feeling get away.

P

eople say it is easy to start a relationship
but what makes the journey counts is
to behold it. In any relationship what
magnets two hearts is the compassion and the
trust that keeps going strong with the time.
Every human has a different angle to life but
he bows down his all to one thing that is love
however what lets him stand straight is the
friendship. And, if one relationship synergizes
the love and the friendship then the life creates
a magical wonder of “Eternal Love”. So let
the flames continue burning by keeping the
friendship alive for lifetime. Friendship sails two
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hearts in the river of life, it is the fragrance that
refreshes one’s life by multiplying good times
in it.
Any relationship infused with friendship brings
comfort and adds a sense of clarity in the picture
of life. The magic of the “friendship wala
relationship” is that any friendship in world
holds love but it is not necessary that every
relationship holds friendship flavor to it. One
must try level best not to blemish friendship
bond out of one’s life after commitment. The
journey starts hitting stones when understanding
becomes agreement, forgiveness becomes
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struggle of forgetting, and discussion becomes
arguments. In the modern era where everything
is getting global, major driving factors for one
for survival are public relation, communications
and socializing. And, this is also one major
factor for why the relationship gets affected as
people lack by timings, work life balance and
devoting their efforts in lighting the flame of
their candle called love.
To wonder the different shades of today’s
relationship, we see different types of love
saga that have their own definition and style of
being in love but what beholds as common in
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Love Lock

them is friendship and love in one cup. Today
lets explore with us and check out which one is
your cup of coffee, errr your dosti wala love as
that ignition of story has one thing in common
and that is friendship either within you or of
acquaintances that pumped or the family that
bonded or the office corridors that fragranced
your air !!!

The Soul Mate Chronicle

Lucky people are those who find love in their
friends but luckiest are those who find love in
their childhood besties as they are the people
who have seen it all in you knowing all your
lights and darks. You are transparent to your
partner and there is nothing to hide as you both
are comfortable in your skin for the years that
passed by and for the years to come. So, what is
burning could be the gone essence, the missing
flavors, the absence of being each other’s partner
in crime…pull it up again and bring the soothing
senses of added flavors, fragrances all around by
being the partners for life.

The Match-Making Chronicle

Many people find their love in the acquaintances
as they meet their partner accidentally at some
place through some friend who played the
cupid of their stories and you can’t thank them
enough for being the match-makers of your love
journey. These types of partners always have
a helping hand with them who is ready to give
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insights about their partner. So, never forget that
when you started, he/she was your friend and
friend shall never suppress in front of the partner
as the heart might be of the partner but the soul
is of your that same friend.

The Family Fix-Ups Chronicle

It was that one family function where the chords
got played and strings got attached in just
one beat and you could not handle the sweet
encounter with the one who became your life
from that moment onwards. Yes, this is you and
this was your side of love that bloomed in get
together of your mutual family gatherings where
you met the lady luck or handsome hunk of your
life, you were waiting for so many years. But,
what is now…where is that fragrance between
you two what had connected your family long
back but is fading in your case. Yes, the situation
could be like this and it is the sign of time to
bring back the same energy what your people
have with one another.

The Professional Pop-ups Chronicle

Few years ago, the same person sitting in front
of your desk or in the conference room or in
a meeting or in the office gallery who had
ignited your senses and the feel for filling that
space which was empty and demanding for
the one who shall complete you is now your
partner for life. You happened to be in business
with each other for the mutual interest of your

organization but what the destiny had planned
was developing a self interest to selfless interest
of being with each other. And, with the passage
of time, the bond blossomed, you united and
became one so hold on breathe in again the same
compassion of being partners of understanding,
selfless beliefs, stand-by of each other not just
today but every day and not just forever but
beyond eternity for the same interest and same
success not in business but in relationship.

The Nowhere to Everywhere
Chronicle

One fine day, you were being idle with nothing
in mind and you start googling the virtual world
of technology and thought to socialize your bit
and what that one day led was beginning of a
new story as you struck to one profile that was
nothing few seconds ago but became everything
with the passage of time. It was both of you who
believed that you share some connections with
each other and can connect on some ground and
the time was there to play the lead for you and
you connected…….the connection that was not
just virtual but eternal. So, let the destiny and
fate behold your faith once again as you second
chance in developing the same interest level to
be-friend each other once again. Follow what
heart says not what mind darns as heart is what
had connected you.
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Bling Factor

Blitzz the Summer Wed Locks
with
Specialists’ Twists

• Richa Tiwari

Summers are the season to enjoy in cool breeze vacationing at some hill places but along with
that summers also hit with the summer/spring seasonal weddings. Where fashion trends work
as a delicious cake and what adds as the beautiful icing on the cake is jewel pieces.
Marriages are the most close to heart memoir for a person and reasons to celebrate life with
closed ones. They are extreme and happy moments to share the lifetime special stint of life
for which one awaits so long thinking what would be the wedding season trends, what type
of pieces to be worn and how it would look. For any bride choosing over the jewels is as
important as the attire since it is the magical touch that may let you shine or may also let
you be lost in the clumsy bad times. And to top that questions of the hour which keep on
doing the tickling over head revolves around topics like the trending designs for this season,
preferences as per clothes and exclusive pieces coming up at different segments.

Bling Factor

Jewellery has been the most integral part of any fashion statement and it will be an understatement to not mention about the jewellery and their latest trends
for the summer wedding season. Talking about the jewellery trends which dates back to the royal ruler period then precious gemstones like pearl, ruby,
emeralds and sapphire used to add the glitzy shine for that queen look and the trend has been eternal as modernity can be everywhere but not within the
soul of a bride ready to step in her new stage of life. Today the medieval designs are becoming most preferred form of jewels and their cut works, uncut
diamonds placements are the most loved crafts.
The major concerns that lie with any girl while choosing her wedding jewel are the latest trends, type of jewels that may best compliment her wedding
trousseau and the occasion of lined up wedding functions. So, let’s see what the ace designers and flagship stores have to say in this regard over the
confusing topics of the jewel selection and their types over gemstones, metals, colors and designs.

Archisha - The Brand with a Purpose
The populous brand Archisha is a social enterprise that work towards
empowering women and is created with the intent of maximizing social
impact. Instead of the traditional notions of charity, Archisha believes
that a true artist believes in creating magic and if these people are given
the proper infrastructure and support, they can forge a path out of their
vulnerable circumstances and work towards improving their lives, their
families' prospects, and their communities. The Jewels of Archisha are
made by a group of Afghan Refugees and Archisha helps them design
exquisite jewels out of their inherent crocheting art and also comes forward
to market their products so that they are able to earn their livelihood.
Talking about what they have to offer this wedding season, the women
at Archisha specialize in making Wedding Potli bags, Hand Crocheted
Potli bags, Embroidered Potli bags, Hand Crocheted Jewellery, Wedding
Saree covers and Bridal sets, Capes, Conscious Clothing and so on. In
the series of jewels that can be used for gifting purpose then believe it or
not their thal and thal sets are the perfect pieces to be chosen from Stores
like Fab India, Jaypore, Ogaan and lot of other designer boutiques. We
also participate in some of the esteemed exhibitions like Bridal-Asia, S&S
Trunk Show, Blind school Diwali Mela, The Australian High Commission,
the French Embassy. The above brands would certainly certitude our
quality and finishing details
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Lambents' - The Upscale Cosmo
Looks

Pooja Juneja

Getting into a brief conversation with the ace jewellery designer, Pooja Juneja, she provided her viewpoints over the speciality of her
organisation and its selective brands for this summer weddings. The USP of Lambent’s jewellery is its cosmopolitan look that appeals
to patrons in India and abroad. She said, "We try to fill the chasm between traditional Indian jewellery and modern stylish and hip
jewellery which is both wearable and durable. Lambent creations retail jewellery under the brand Pooja Juneja -Simply creative
designer jewellery. It has a wide range of collection for the summer wedding." Turning into the other side of the coin, she briefed
over the special and intricate designs trending this wedding season whether they are preferably a traditional designs for the D-day
or modern designs, she said, “For our collection trending for this summer wedding, the focus is on design and functionality. So that
the piece is not a locker piece post wedding. It needs to be comfortable, stand out from a distance and detailing appreciated when
viewed closely.” She further added to the point, “We have designed chokers that can also be worn as bracelets. Solitaire earrings
that convert into mid-length earrings are also high on demand. And as the color palette for the season is pastel, the highlights in the
jewellery pieces are contrasting emeralds, colored sapphires, yellow golden diamonds and pearls to compliment the season’s outfits.”
Highlighting on to the most popular gems and jewels options in terms of gifts and souvenirs to be presented as token of love, she
feels out of the demands she receives from the customer ends, she said that they are mostly Baroque pearls, solitaire studs, yellow
golden diamond, pink sapphires, all suit the trend and choice of a modern well-travelled bride and this is because of one core reason
that they make a good gift.
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Partharv Jewels - The Bespoken
Creations

Pooja Vaswani

Highlighting on the specialty of her organization and its selective brands for this summer wedding, the proud owner of Pratharv Jewels and her
Bespoke Creations that are manufactured with utmost love & care for their esteemed clients, Ms. Pooja Vaswani said that most of designs at Pratharv
are one of a kind statement pieces and one may notice romanticism & love for nature. She said, “We also work with 'new precious' stones that cross
over from semi precious to precious because of their sheer beauty.” They follow international fashion trends picking few themes every year and
create unusual avant garde pieces to highlight our clients’ individuality and mostly they reinvent themselves constantly which are on trend but stay
true to their inherent style." She further added, “We take pride in the fact that all jewellery pieces are of International quality and exclusively made
in India.” Giving a space to the much confusing matter which is the designs and trends, Pooja explained us over what are the special and intricate
designs trending this wedding season preferably a traditional designs for the D-day or modern designs, quoting, “Pratharv Jewels specializes in
contemporary designs which suit the modern sensibilities. We work very closely with brides to customized jewels according to their preferences
& give them their own unique look. Every year we introduce "Pratharv Bridal Look".” She also said that this year they would plan to introduce 5
Bridal looks in August which coincides with their 15th year celebrations. Talking upon the most popular gems and jewels options in terms of gifts
and souvenirs to be presented as token of love, she picks pearls, for what she feels “Pearls are most popular gems for gifting closely followed by
Rubylites, Rings & earrings.”
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Partharv Jewels - The Bespoken
Creations

Sumona Parekh
Talking over the specialty of her organization and its selective brands for this summer wedding, the well known curator Sumona cited about her label
and creations, She said, “Sumona Silver is for the modern woman, the collection is designed to be affordable, eye-catching using 18k silver dipped in
gold polish, south sea pearls, black onyx, moonstones and many more. It carries bold designs and rich colours that forge the way for leading fashion,
there is a larger market that shouldn’t be ignored in more traditional and classic looks. Theme jewellery in mang tikas, earrings, and armlets has an
appeal that goes beyond fashion alone because it identifies with what the wearer cares about. In addition, traditional moonstones, onyx and antique
jewellery have a classic look with timeless appeal. There is a major market for these items that will always be present even as fashion changes. Her
collection is categorized under Rainbow and Romance Collection. “Romance Collection” mainly focuses on south sea pearls which reminds of
traditional Bengali “chille kata” work in the surface ornamentation which is the diamond cut balls motifs. The gold-plated surface has a different
look and antique finish. It is a combination of retro-modern and individual pieces displays a distinct charm. Talking on the rainbow collection, it
has green onyx, pearls and red corals in it. Retaining the filigree feel but introducing bolder motifs, this collection puts a contemporary touch to the
classically inspired pieces. The play of colours is a celebration of all things festive and bridal in this auspicious season. Whereas the look of this
collection has a touch of vintage Eastern India by way of fine plate work that has flowers and leaves etched into it." According to Sumona Parekh,
“Remember Collection appeals to those who wish to buy one-of-a-kind ornaments and gifts such as antique jewellery. Wedding jewellery is an
important segment of the jewellery industry. No bride is complete without being adorned by jewellery. The unique designs and gemstones envision a
perfect season of vibrant colours which desires to give every bride a choice. The aim is to make every bride feel as formal or as casual on her big day
as she wants to be.” The special and intricate designs trending this wedding season to choose from her collection, there is a wide range of traditional
as well modern designs and specialties lies in she said, “ One can be Maharani style heavy and detailed necklace inspired by the old classic era for
brides-to-be. It stands for an extravagant royalty and matches well with your style of a wedding outfit. Crafted with gold, pearls, beads and precious
stones, this bridal ornament is beautiful and breathtaking anyway.” Talking about the modern choices, she feels, “The modern must be synced with
the Indian tradition and therefore the maang tikkas will be spotted more this wedding season. Also, over-sized Nose Ring is one of the hottest bridal
jewellery trends to follow this season because Big is Bold.” Providing her industry experiences and the insights on the most popular gems and jewels
options that can be opted for gifts and souvenirs as a token of love she said, “When it comes to gifts, we are often confused and buy the obvious
options available. In that case, we can make the obvious ones a little more special by adding design, style and elegance in its form. The most popular
among them can be diamonds, ruby, sapphires, and pearls in various forms of rings, earrings, bracelet and neckpieces too.”
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Groom-in-Style

GROOM-IN Perfection This Summer
Wedding

The day is approaching, all are in-line, the house is on decorations, the gifts are on
packaging, and the caterers are being given the menu variations…Yes!! It’s the wedding
season which is here and it’s the D-day of life which is approaching not just for a bride
but the groom as well.
• Vedika Sharma

Weddings are now not just a matter of excitement for ladies and girls but
the grooming and preparations are high on demand with the grooms as
well. The trends have seen a great share of transformation with the recent
updates, changing patterns and the pre-wedding session on the verge of
grooms also. The area being niche on circle, still the matter creates fuss in
the brain of groom that where to start, how to work out on this and what

could be the consequences of changes or the sessions as not much of the
information lies within their network and in the virtual world, the options
creates hustle in selection of one. With the grooming trends what have
popped up in recent times, it is noted on high sense of importance that
dazzling of a bride is not all as the dapper groom also needs to glam up for
his D-day.

LIFESTYLE
Nutritional Needs

For any man, taking extra care of skin and diet
is surely not a cup of tea but with the changing
climate, increased pollution contents have made
it to bow down for that extra added effort to
take care of skin and make it a regime to pay
attention for their enhancing. Few minutes
spared out and few things taken care of can
add up the radiance to skin on the D-day. Also,
the motivational consistency on maintaining
the healthy body will do the magical effect for
toning body temple at right mind set and right
shape.

The Magical Elixir

The most magical droplet of
elixir for the body and body
parts is water as it keeps them
hydrated all the time and all
reduces the warming effects of
summer season, so it is highly
advisable to have maximum
intake of water and liquid
substitutes in daily routine. It
also does magic to the face by
up keeping blood circulation
and hydration of skin layers.

Tone the Body Temple

Diet works in an approximately 70% on one’s body but what is also
needed along with it is a routine. Routine does not only confines with
right diet on right time but right lifestyle habits of one which lead
to longevity of life. So, grab on few routine daily on cardio, weight
training, yoga and meditation to keep it going the right way. One may
go on consulting for an instructor to get right routine as per their body
mass index and required amount of weight to either gain or to reduce.
Walking or sprinting is one good routine along with meditation and
yoga.
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Take Toxins Away

It must be noted that with the present scenario
of our culture and lifestyle, there is a heavy
amount of preservatives and added chemicals
to either enhance strong taste of food or
to give it look or to last it longer. So, one
must avoid selection of packaged or instant
food items and better remain on the organic
and detoxifying foods which may help in
cleansing organs and boosting energy. The
guy must concentrate on having right amount
of carbs, proteins, fats and vitamins in the
regular diet.

Routine Relay

It is easy to start on anything as the excitement level remains high for
anything new introduced in life but what is difficult is to maintain and
balancing the same. So, it is highly crucial to keep going on regular
regime with early rising and early sleeping. Waking up late night,
talking on phone all through night, enjoying with family not only is a
constraint with the brides-to be but is also with the grooms to be, thus
keep a little check on your routine if you want to look you’re the best on
the D-day and avoid those fluffy eyes with dark circle, skin patches, low
energy symptoms.
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SPRUCE LOOKS
High on Hairstyle

The haircut is one thing that completely changes look
so one can opt for a haircut right a week before wedding
with a nice spa to get luster and killer look with afresh
hairstyle. The haircut will not work not only on looks
but will also settle down the hair by cleansing and
trimming the issues of split-ends. So, last your wedding
clicks framed in creative style in consultation with
professional hair stylists and barbers.

The Subtle Stare

For those who like keeping it
clean shaven finds no issue but
those men with beards need
to treat their faces differently
and in a unique manner for
their D-day. Beards should
be combed and then trimmed
if they are with a little length
and shaped up perfectly. It is
advisable to go on shaping it a
day before wedding as if there
are any rash or irritation, it
could be treated.

Attention on Apparel

Where summers are all about wearing floral, prints, motifs and intricate designs for brides with cool aqua and pastel shades more over warm colors and
heavy fabrics for girls and as far as boys are concerned all they know is blue, black , grey and white. With the changing trends, what has evolved and
delightfully accepted is adding on to more colors rather than patterned blues, blacks, whites and grey.
What is trending in the apparel section for groom segment in English tastes in wedding seasons are the
1.Two Piece Suit
2.Three Piece Suit
3.Tailored Separates
4.Double Breasted Jackets

On opting for traditional Indian attire, one can go for:
1.Jacquard/Traditional/Micron Sherwani
2.Stand Collar Suits
3.Silk/Woven/Brocade Kurta
4.Dhoti & Achkans

Accessorizing Attributes

The wedding turbans, stoles, pocket squares, sarpench, royal neckpieces, cufflinks and last
but not the least watch are some of the major goals on the side of flaunting accessories with
right attitude. Any groom must go on accessories suiting best with the outfit, look planned
and shoes worn. Finish the traditional look with right shade and print of safas, royal
neckpieces and regal watch if you like whereas dap your style with a pocket square, elegant
cufflinks and contemporary or modern watch to catch all the limelight.

Flaunt the Foot

It is said that one gets noticed and judged high on its fashion sense for the foot front as it is
said "right pair of shoes reflect right sense of attitude" since they by default gets noticed at
first. The footwear must be as per the dapped apparel and it is very crucial to wear them on
what seems comfortable rather than opting for something more on fancy side and less on
comfort side. The traditional outfits seem perfect with pair of Mojari, Kolhapuri Chappals,
Slip-ons whereas for the tuxedos one can opt for brogues, pump shoes and leather shiny
shoes.
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Liquor Seeker

With the summers what approaches is scorching sun and
Freeze Summers
intolerable heat to the environment and in such situation what
one needs is the cool air blowing the mind and the breezes shall
down through soul relaxing it and revitalizing all the
With BREEZERS rush
senses of one. So, freeze your summers with quirky breezers......
• Tarsh Sharma
Some find Fruits and icy water to be the pious elements for all in the summer
season as it always refreshes and soothes soul with its magical wonders whereas
some find liquor liquid to satisfy their senses by twisting the tale with a pint
of beer or whisky/scotch pegs or shots of tequila. What is constant in world is
perpetual changes in taste and liking of people as every individual has different
set of preferences and liking. This summers, let your thought conglomerate with a
twist to the tale as you infuse the best quality fruit content to the spirited drink as
mankind is also blessed with breezers which are sensational solutions to the people

who want to add the spice and light up their evenings in a bit safe alcoholic side.
Breezer is a blend which is artificially made by mixing ENA, flavor, color,
water,CO2 and bottled. It contains 4–5 percent of alcohol. Breezer are the fruit
juice/fruit flavor based alcohol and the share of alcohol differs as per nation like
if you talk about UK the content is 4% where as in Australia it is 4.4%, in Canada
it is 5%, Europe has it in 4% series whereas in India the percentage base is 4.8%.
Breezers were introduced by Bacardi which is a famous alcohol brand.

FLAVORS OF BREEZERS
The flavors of any breezer depend upon the content of fruit pulp or flavor they contain and it
is not necessary that they have organic flavor with that of added fruit pulp. Most of the time,
it is flavor that they are infused within for the aromatic and juicy flavor it makes one feel
within. A number of the flavours are available in the Half Sugar range.
The popular variant of fruits in which one can find and choose from are basically the famous
fruits like sweet flavors of pineapple, apple, ruby grapefruit, blackberry, watermelon,
coconut, raspberry, pomegranate, strawberry, and mango. It is also available in the tangy
flavor of lime, lemon, orange, cranberry, blueberry, grapefruit and peach. It is also available
in mouth-watering flavors of both chocolate and piña colada.
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BREEZE AIR OF WORLD
Breezer being low on the contents of alcohol are highly popular drinks and people generally accepts taking them in any party or social gathering without
worrying much about the effects of alcohol and the consequences. By the passage of time, breezer can be noticed as one preferred drinks that can be
consumed in any day or any time of the daily life. The drink was just an experimental sip at one time and now it has become every one’s bucket list even
if they have chosen to be on non-alcohol side as its substitute. It is being noticed that the female fraternity all across globe like going forward with this
option of Bacardi since it is low on alcohol composition and drink is not that hard on the senses.
The drink is particularly popular in each corner of the world as on the western parts its heavily popular in the parts of Europe including the UK, France,
Italy, Germany, Hungary and USA, Canada, Mexico, Brazil whereas considering the south east and middle east part, it is heavily popular within the
nations like Israel, Thailand, China and Australia. In India, Breezer was the firstly introduced as as in the categories of ready to drink and no time within
is ruling the market like a boss in its segment. In Thailand, Breezers are termed to be wine coolers but still give the appearance that they contain fruits.

TWISTED TALES

One can twist the tangy taste of low alcoholic for its different variants of taste along with that of the strong feel of spirited liquid by popping up or
infusing a proportionate amount of rum, whisky, beer or vodka in it. You can mix breezer to that of tequila also just for enhancing the taste of tequila
giving it a good fruity flavor. The famous cocktails that have an ample amount of breezer content for the fruitful essence are:
• Cosmopolitan
• Sea Breeze
• Orange Tundra
• Sex on the beach
These drinks mostly contain combination of 2-3 different variants of alcohol. But if one doesn’t want to experiment much over the taste then the
breezers also attempt to be a good cocktail simply by being added up in any one variant of alcohol like:
• Whisky Blues
• Gin Variants
• Rum Variants
• Shots
• Wine moods

FREAKY FACTS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Breezers contain only 1% to 5% of total carbohydrates which varies as per the added fruit contents. So, one need not to worry on the calories count
while enjoying a breezer pint.
It is the least harmful form of alcohol as the concentra tion and filtration of its content is low as compared to other drinks.
A 355 ml can of Coke has about the same amount of sugar but 127 fewer calories to that of this breezer drink.
Breezer was the successful experiment of Alcohol brand Bacardi.
Breezers are the malt liquor without hops.
In Thailand, Breezers are called Wine Coolers.
Breezers are high on sugar from that of beer but have same alcohol composites.
Breezer does not even qualify to be a drink; it is a synthetic con-cortion.
A new fruit wine–based variant has been released, called Breezer Spritzer.
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Snippets

Diljit Dosanjh to enact soldier ‘Sajjan Singh Rangroot’ of World War I
After acclaiming several applauds as the sensational
singer and actor, Diljit Dosanjh all set to hit the big
screen as Sajjan Singh Rangroot which he discussed at
a recent promotional event. The movie will be directed
by Pankaj Batra. As per the information revealed, the
movie is based on true story about the experiences of
Sikh Regiment at Western Front during World War I.
Diljit will be portraying the character of a war hero
Sajjan Singh, who is an officer in the British Army
and served on the western front during the WW1
against Germany. While sharing his experiences and
expectations with the movie in a promotional event of
movie at Hotel Lalit Diljit said, “While portraying this
character I didn’t feel much difficulty, it’s a sober

character which belongs to a village and I am
also from a village. Yes, the tough scene for me
and the entire team was; when we shot for wars.
It was a great experience and I really loved my
getup of Sajjan.” He also added, “I wish this
film becomes a big hit because it talks about our
history.”
The movie also stars Yograj Singh and Sunanda
Sharma. Diljit will be seen opposite Sunanda, a
renowned Punjabi singer who will mark the acting
debut in this movie. The movie is produced by Jay
Sahni, Bobby Bajaj, and Vivid Arthouse and is set
to release on March 23, 2018.

Actress Divvya Chouksey hits her singing stint with 'Patiyaale Di Queen'
The Hai Apna Dil Toh Aawara actress Divvya
Chouksey promoted her new peppy music video
Patiyaale di queen! With this quirky number, the singer
turned actress will make debut of her singing career.
The music video is released under the banner of Zee
Music Company and was showcased recently at PVR
Plaza, Connaught Place. This would be her womenoriented video song wherein the actor Sahil Anand can
also be seen. The song will be the apt replies on behalf
of all women over female objectifying lyrics.
Talking on her first singing experience, she said, “This
will be the first time I will sing professionally and
I'm really excited about this new experience. It was a
fun experience shooting the music video, but it has a
purpose, a larger purpose in fact. It’s time a song came
where a girl replies to all the misogynists and gives it

off to them. I am a strong woman of today and I
don't like misogynists. This is my answer to all
those who feel and say that what a woman wears,
invites rape! Yes, meri dress hai chothi phir bhi
tere soch se hai badi.... The song is fun, it’s not
preachy, girls are definitely going to relate to it
and dance on it. I loved shooting this song since
I have written the lyrics, its fun to act on it too.
Hope people like what we have put together.”
Though, the new sensation seemed a bit upset
as the Censor Board cut the song and intervened
with the lyrics. She said, “My songs actually talk
about women equality, did they had a problem
with sex education or the complaint I made a
complaint to the teacher about the guy, I really
don’t understand.”

Tab Bhi Tu Mesmerizes Delhi from “October” of Varun Dhawan
Talented actor of Bollywood Industry Varun Dhawan, who is known for
his versatility, is now coming up with another intense
flick “October”. Therefore, for the same Varun was
witnessed in Delhi. As he launched the third soulful
track from his film, Tab Bhi Tu, sung by none other
than Rahat Fateh Ali Khan, composed by Anupam
Roy and lyrics by Tanveer Ghazi. The launch took
place in PVR at Pacific Mall, Subhash Nagar, where
along with Varun the director of the film Shoojit
Sircar was also present to grace the event.
Apart from the song launch, the leads, the director
& the actor interacted with media peeps. They
revealed few details of the film. On asking about his

experience and film October, Varun stated, “I am really blessed to be a part
of October, when I did this film, it left an impact
on me in a big way. I would say, you guys will
understand the real meaning of love by watching
this film. The real Varun who wanted to be an
actor, the inside out what I wanted to do, I hope I
got that from this film. I really needed such film
in my life.” While thanking the director Shoojit,
Varun further stated, “I really thankful to Shoojit
Ji,for accepting me. It’s a great film about love
and life. Honestly, there is a lot more in October,
which will be revealed soon. The movie had
really made me more confident as an actor.”

The all new Khushali Kumar with Guru Randhawa
The soulful fashionista of hit music video’s like
‘Mainu Ishq Da’, ‘ Mere Papa’ ‘Ik Yaad Purani’ Etc..
Khushali Kumar is yet again ready to hit the industry
and with her dedication as she has shocked everyone
with her transformation in her upcoming music video
with singer and composer Guru Randhawa. Khushali’s
creativity has already made her an ideal and applauded
by even Ministry of Child and Women Welfare
ministry. Also the musical sensation, Guru himself is
looking awestruck by his lead in the first images.
The talented Khushali achieved never before
success with her fashion senses compatible with that
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of international megastar Shakira, two times
Grammy award winner singer Leann Rimes,
Carman Electra, spice girl Melanie B and even
styled for Justin Bieber's music video ‘Wait for a
minute’.
But her creative aspirations have always been
to be an actor which keeps getting her back to
the silver screen, she has already teamed up with
IFFA award winner singer and sister Tulsi Kumar
and featured in hit singles. And now she is all set
to make her Bollywood debut as few projects are
already in pipeline.
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DREAM DIAMONDS
launches its Dream Collection
The Italian diamond jewellery brand Dream Diamonds
launched its latest series of collection tributing the
girl of today. The jewel brand since inception time has
been a tribute to the new age girl who is well travelled,
informed and independent. Keeping its ethos high,
Dream Diamonds has always believed in the power of
craftsmanship and also focuses on creating signature
pieces which can be handed down for generation.
This time it has come out with a collection which is
dedicated to those who want a “no-fuss Wow factor”
for their day. Dream Diamonds has always lived up

to cherish women’s perspective towards glamour and
hence focuses more on designs to make a woman
feel precious. Designer PG is the brand's single soul
whose attraction in a single impassioned vision, has
accompanied jewelry culture to the interpretation
of today. Each and every Dream Diamonds jewel is
entirely "Made in Italy". They are now available at
various locations of Delhi/NCR as well with premium
stores in Karol Bagh, Noida, Rajouri Garde, South
Extension, Gurugram.

GIFT A SMILE

Smile India’s ‘GIFT A SMILE’ meet and greet turned out to be a glitzy
event, which took place in Radisson Blu, Airport Hotel. The event
showcased its activities in the past 16 years and how they have grown in
numbers from the year 2002 to 2017. Dr.Sushant Umre (Trustee, Smile
India) and daughter, Dr. Ishita Umre (Director Smile India) run a dental
NGO, the first of its kind in India, which serves the underprivileged with
modern dentistry aids since 2002. Present at the event were many known
personalities including Ustad Shujaat Khan, supermodels Sonalika Sahay,
Laxmi Rana, Anousha Chauhan, Fitness Instructor, Vesna Jacob and
Blossom Kocchar along with daughter Samantha Kocchar who spoke
about how a perfect smile is important in the present world. They judged
the smile contest which was a super hit with the audience. 'Gift a Smile'
is a program initiated to generate funds for sustaining and expanding
the impact of this mission at multiple levels. Such programs have been
organized in the past with great success.
The event also witnessed a small skit presented by children of Salaam
Balaak trust ‘Mareezmast,Dentistpast’ which was followed by a brilliant
musical performance ‘ELIXIR’ by famous Smt.Shubha Mudgal and her
band Aditya Balani, Gaurav Balani, Srijan Mahajan, Anil Chawla and
audio engineer Nitin Joshi.
The king of Bollywood-Shahrukh Khan’s personal dentist Dr. Sushant
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Umre is a well-known Cosmetic Dentist of North India and is in practice
for 35 years with a focus on Aesthetic dentistry. Dr. Umre along with
daughter Dr. Ishita Umre head Smile India- the social face.
Indian musician and sitar player, Shujaat Khan elated with noble cause
said “Dr.Sushant Umre and Dr. Ishita Umre with their team of competent
professionals are doing a great job by taking advanced dentistry to
those who would have never believed to afford it otherwise. Their high
tech equipment and modern techniques are of international standards,
constantly improving the ever-changing world of medicine.”
“If it is to do with teeth, I only know one person who takes wonderful
care of mine and that is Dr. Umre and his team. Thank you so much for
keeping me smiling” said Shahrukh Khan.
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Nexus & Networks

VISIBILITY, CONNECT AND
OPPORTUNITY
The trade and tourism industry saw a grandeur session with 3 day event at 64 convention of TAAI in
th

the dream destination, the heaven of earth “Jammu & Kashmir”.
• T3FS Desk

The 64th convention of TAAI rounded up in roaring success with the 3-days event,
an eagerly awaited event of the Travel & Tourism industry of India. The event
was organized in the heavenly crown of India – Kashmir from 27th to 29th March
2018. The convention was ably supported by Ministry of Tourism, Jammu &
Kashmir and subsequently receiving a great support from the Convention Hotels;
Hotel Associations; House Boat Owners Association and other travel and tourism
associations of J&K. The TAAI J&K Chapter played the most crucial role of
coordinating committee for the convention and delivered enormous success.
The Convention was inaugurated by Her Excellency, Mehbooba Mufti, Chief
Minister, Jammu and Kashmir who delivered a touching address to the delegates
and compared Kashmir with “Jannat”.. Minister for Tourism, J&K, Mr Tassaduq

Hussain Mufti who addressed the convention, was present along with six other
ministers of J&K. State Minister for Tourism; Ms. Preeti Seth also addressed the
audience.
In the word of Sunil Kumar, President, TAAI, the convention held in J&K, “it
offered to Jammu & Kashmir – Visibility; Connect and Opportunity. More than
45 media representatives accompanied TAAI to cover the event and they were
inspired by the hi-quality convention that TAAI presented in the scenic beauty of
Srinagar and its serenity; awesome scenic wonder and the warmth expressed by
the local citizens who were absolutely courteous to offer the delegates a life-time
experience.

The TAAI Convention at Kashmir had these hi-lights that added greater value to the Convention.
•The Knowledge sessions organized by TAAI on the Convention Theme
‘Incredible Tourism – Integration; Inspiration and Innovation” on the 28th & 29th
March at the SKICC Auditorium featured subjects of great relevance.
•The delegates of the convention were offered great cuisine variants in 3 day event
at the iconic and majestic Lalit Grand Palace; the Theme Dinner of 28th was at the
SKICC Lawns.
•The Delegates were also offered 2 nights pre & post tours to Pahalgam and
Gulmarg, the two most popular hill stations located close to Srinagar experiencing
the luxury of House Boats on Dal and Nigeen Lakes
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•The event witnessed great Gala’s packed with some superb entertainment at the
most profound locations of Srinagar.
•The TAAI GOLF TOURNAMENT saw its tee-off on the 27th March 2018 to
commemorate the 64th Convention & Exhibition of TAAI. This was held in one
of the most unique and stylish golf courses of the world – The Royal Springs Golf
Course. Two teams – TAAI Tourism Team and J&K Tourism Team participated
with over 35 golfers celebrating the game in this most astounding golf course.
Mr Tassaduq Hussain Mufti, Minister for Tourism, inaugurated the TAAI Golf
Tournament.
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Astro Talk

Prediction for April 2018

Poonam Sethi

“The more you give, the more you receive” is the motto of renowned
Tarot card reader and holistic healer, Poonam Sethi, lives by. She
has studied Feng Shui and Tarot card reading at several institutions
across the globe and has, through extensive self-study, practice and
perseverence, mastered the art of guiding people frm the present into
the future to precision.
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ARIES
Give up that stubborn attitude as you
are holding up your success yourself.
If you give your best, the results will
definitely follow. You may change your
job now, will be for the better. Another
week for those little disappointments to
get over.
Lucky Color:- Green
Lucky Number :-6

TAURUS
You have hurt someone’s feelings and
would face the same situation too. Your mind
will work overtime in order to plan for the
future, exhausting you totally. There will
be an addition to the family, a child may be.
Lucky Color:- Peach
Lucky Number :- 5

GEMINI
You seem to get mentally exhausted
very fast. The week starts with a little bad
patch in health. The business seems to take
a positive turn now. You will get relieved
off some legal hassles too. Your boss will
suddenly change his attitude towards you.
Lucky Color:- Hot Pink
Lucky Number :- 5

CANCER
Do not go back to old relationships, as
there will be disappointments. You will
meet an influential person who will help
you to pull a few strings for your business/
job. You will also have some monetary gains.
Lucky Color:- Purple
Lucky Number :- 3
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LEO
You could be knocking the wrong
door. Move on & take some chances.
You can look forward to a celebration.
Emotionally, things are not too good.
Someone could be foul mouthing you so
be cautious. Finances will be at a standstill.
Lucky Color :- Red
Lucky Number :- 1

LIBRA
Make good use of this time as luck is
favoring you. You will gain power and fame
with wealth. But don’t let success go to your
head. Your attitude has started changing
already upsetting people around you.
Lucky Color :-Brown
Lucky Number :- 7

SCORPIO
You can’t do business with emotions.
Control your smoking as some lung
problems could come up. You will travel
towards the seas. A little more hard
work can give you tremendous gains.
You may have a fall so walk carefully.
Lucky Color :-Pink
Lucky Number :- 8

SAGITTARIUS
A marriage will be planned for April.
Time for you now to take chances. Don’t be
scared. You will get some good news through
the mail. Your near ones will be supportive.
You will also give up at least one of your
vices. A new partnership also awaits you.
Lucky Color :-Fuscia
Lucky Number :- 4

CAPRICORN
The week starts on a good note as there
will be some immediate financial gains. A
good time to lay the base for a lot of new
ventures. A fruitful travel on the cards as
well. You will regain some lost money too.
Lucky Color :-Golden Yellow
Lucky Number :- 2

AQUARIUS
This week brings on a lot of changes, some
expected and some unexpected. Your wishes
will now come true. Don’t lose any new
opportunity coming your way. You will want to
splurge money on your family, do it but in limit.
Lucky Color :-Lemon Yellow
Lucky Number :- 5
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VIRGO
A fairly balanced week ahead. Not
much will happen. Be careful of your
finances, as you will tend to overspend.
You will go on a pilgrimage soon. You
will plan to buy some property also.
Lucky Color :- Turquoise
Lucky Number :- 9

PISCES
An interesting encounter with a person of the
opposite sex! You will not be in any mood to
work and will continue to party a while longer.
Not very good patches for finances so watch it.
Lucky Color :- Violet
Lucky Number :- 4
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Rendezvous with Vedika

"Switzerland is the Dream
Destination for Every Voyager" Claudio Zemp
Welcome to an absolute treat for travel enthusiasts to hear
from Claudio Zemp, Director, Switzerland Tourism India
who provided T3FS with the insights of Switzerland which
has more wonders apart from Alps and the white sheet
of mountains with green mushy land and talks about the
dream destinations of Switzerland.
• Vedika Sharma

Q

How important is the
Indian market for
Switzerland??
CZ: We have seen a growth of
+25% in overnights generated out
of India in 2017, which is a huge
achievement. We see India as a
strategic growth market and are
expecting to be able to increase
business over the next few years
quite considerably. Currently India
is our eight strongest performing
markets worldwide.

Q

What are the unmapped
destinations of Switzerland
to be discovered by Indians?
CZ: There are wonderful regions
in Switzerland which are not that
well known in India but have
fantastic offers for our guests.
The region around Lake Geneva
with the cities of Montreux and
Lausanne for example offers
everything you could dream of.
A fantastic mountain excursion to
Glacier 3000, the historic Chillon
Castle as well as the picturesque
Lavaux vineyards, which not
only produce great vine but are
also a UNESCO world heritage
site. The new Chaplin's World is
an interactive museum dedicated
to the work and life of Charlie
Chaplin who lived in the region
for many years and is located
in the grounds of his beautiful
villa. And of course there is the
Olympic Museum in Lausanne
and the Chocolate Train taking
you the Gruyere, a picturesque
medieval town from where the
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famous cheese comes from.

Q

Where in Switzerland
should you go for
adventure tourism?
CZ: The Swiss are known for
being very much in to outdoor
activities. So all of Switzerland
offers a lot of action. However for
ease of access Interlaken is the
adventure capital of Switzerland.
Here you experience everything
from parasailing, skydiving,
river rafting, canyoning, bungee
jumping and much more.
And all with a view on to one
of Switzerland's most iconic
mountains, Jungfrau - Top of
Europe as well as the beautiful
scenery featured in so many Yash
Chopra movies.
In addition Switzerland Tourism
has introduced a new product, the
First Ski Experience. If you are
visiting Switzerland in winter and
want to try your hand for a few
hours at skiing this is the ideal
product as you get everything
from ski pass, instructor, outfit
including hats and gloves, skis
and boots in one deal. Nothing to
worry about. Just get up and out
there for a first taste of what skiing
is all about and don't forget to take
the vital selfie to put on to social
media.
Our many lakes and rivers, with
their crystal clear water, invite for
swimming, paddle boarding and
waterski. When in Switzerland
do as the Swiss do, fully immerse
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yourself in the amazing
outdoors and take it one adventure
at the time.

Q

How as the marketing
strategy of Switzerland
Tourism in India changed in the
recent years?
CZ: We are now in to the second
year of working with our brand
ambassador Ranveer Singh.
This campaign is infact totally
catered to showcase Switzerland
as destination for adventure,
experiential and urban travel
experiences. While Switzerland
has been one of the most loved
travel destinations for Indian
for many years, there are a lot
of facets of our country which
are still not that well known.
Together with Ranveer we
showcase Switzerland as an
exciting destination for young
FIT travellers who travel with
their friends and are looking
for experiences off the beaten
track. For example Ranveer
did the olympic bob run in St
Moritz, went wake boarding in
Lake Zurich, skiing in Engelberg
and sky diving in Interlaken
to name just a few adventures
he's experienced so far. 72% of
our visitors from India travel to
Switzerland between April and
August. Still Switzerland is an
amazing destination all year
around, which is now something
we focus on in our promotion to
the Indian market. Visit in Autumn
where not only the prices are

lower (for example Swiss Travel
System offer special discounts)
but also the climate is very mild
and the leaves of the trees turn
in to an amazing array of colours
from bright yellows to deep dark
reds. A sight we in India don't get
to see. And then of course there's
Switzerland in winter. It's almost
like you visit a different country
when everything is covered in
white snow. Especially for repeat
customers who already love
Switzerland, this offers a great
alternative to what they have
experienced on their first trip. St.
Moritz just hosted for the first
time ICE CRICKET, a 20/20
tournament on the frozen lake
with players from all over the
world including Virender Sehwag,
Zaheer Khan and Mohammad Kaif
being yet another reason to visit
Switzerland in winter.
Heartfelt message
CZ: Having been living in India
for almost three years now I'm
still humbled every day about
the love this country has for
Switzerland. I'm in awe of the
hard work, creativity and sheer
passion the Indian travel fraternity
shows when selling holidays to
Switzerland and we will make sure
that all your clients experience just
the dream destination they have
been looking for.
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Tube

Delhi – Jaipur – Samode – Nawalgarh –
Bikaner – Gajner – Jaisalmer – Osian
– Khimsar – Manvar – Jodhpur – Rohet –
Mount Abu – Udaipur – Dungarpur
– Deogarh – Ajmer – Pushkar – Pachewar
– Ranthambhore – Agra – Delhi

21 to 23 Nights

Archaeological Tour of
Rajasthan
Mumbai – Mangalore – Bekal – Wayanad
– Kozhikode(Calicut)
– Cochin – Thekkady – Kumarakom–
Quilon – Varkala – Kovalam

14 to 15 Nights

Majestic Kerala
Delhi - Agra - Darjeeling - Gangtok Phuntsholing - Thimphu - Punakha Paro - Delhi

13 to 15 Nights

Enchanting Himalayas
with Taj
Bhubaneswar - Dangmal - Bhubaneswar
- Baliguda
- Rayagada - Jeypore - Rayagada Gopalpur - Puri – Bhubaneswar

15 to 17 Nights

Tribal Trail

Delhi - Varanasi -Bodhgaya - Patna
-Kolkata - Bagdogara - Darjeeling
- Pelling (Pemayangtse)- Gangtok Kalimpong -Bagdogra – Delhi

14 to 16 Nights

Buddhist Temple with
North East India Tou

168-A, Somdutt Chambers II, 9, Bhikaji Cama Place, New Delhi - 110066, Tel. :+91- 9899359708, 9999683737 , travokhohlidays@gmail.com, www.travok.net

Delhi - Jaipur - Pushkar – Ranthambore
Sawai Madhopur – Kota
- Bundi - Chittorgarh - Bijaipur Udaipur - Kumbalgarh - Jodhpur Jaisalmer - Bikaner - Mandawa – Delhi

18 to 20 Nights

Royal Journey of India
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